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South Carolina can 
produce top quality deer 
and there's no magic 
formula ar mystery 
required. 

Game biologist Joe Hamilton 

E 
very deer hunter who's ever entered the 
woods hopes for that once-in-a-lifetime 
chance at a trophy buck ... that moment 
when a huge deer with antlers like a 

brushpile steps into the clearing just ahead. 
Few Palmetto sportsmen believe there is any 

chance that this monster could actually 
exist ... here. Our hunters, especially those who 
know a little about what it takes to produce trophy 
deer, are convinced their state just can't have big 
bucks with trophy-size racks. "It's not in the 
genetics of our deer" is the common response. 

Well, guess again! An indepth study of bucks 
captured from various counties in South Carolina 
has been underway for several years at the wildlife 
department's Dennis Wildlife Center in Bonneau. 
The findings shoot down many widely acclaimed 
theories on trophy management; theories held to 
by hunters, hunt clubs and deer herd managers 
across the state and Southeast. 

"Truth is, we're fully capable of producing bucks 
in the 200-pound weight class with very 
respectable antlers," says game biologist Joe 
Hamilton who headed the Bonneau study. "There 
is no mystery to it. No magic formula or secret diet. 
We simply have to start taking more does and 
letting our bucks reach maturity. 

Hamilton's article, "Quality Bucks: Exploding 
the Myths," points up many of the misconceptions 
we've all held as truths about South Carolina 
whitetails, including tl:ie idea of shooting all spike 
bucks as a means of removing undesirable stock 
from the herd gene pool. You can find the facts 
that other outdoor publications will soon be 
quoting on page 30 of this issue. And, if you stilt 
don't quite believe, take a fall trip to Bonneau. 
The proof is in the pen. 

While we're on the subject of hunting, let's get 
some embarassing moments out of the way. I 
confess that my own shooting skills and hunts are 
similar to those recounted by one Joel M. Vance. 
Should Joel and I ever team up and force the rest of 
you to accompany us afield, the anti-hunters would 
have nothing to protest. There would be far too 
much game and too few hunters. Give Joel's 
"Dove Hunting As Deadly Combat" a look 
and you'll have all the fuel needed to fire your worst 
hunting nightmares. 

All of us have those "oh-so-special" days 
afield ... those days we'd much prefer to forget, if 
only our friends would allow us. 

My particular nightmare, especially on the dove 
field or duck marsh, has always been the question, 
"How much lead?" Given my shooting prowess 
(friends only invite me on hunts when they want a 
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legal excuse to fill a second limit), it's a question I 
ask quite often of myself, and one to which I'd 
failed to find a workable answer until recently. 

Along came John Cantey of Columbia, a very 
fine wing shooter in his own right, who invited me 
to meet Tom Alderm, an ace snooting instructor 
with Holland & Holland Limited of London. 

"Forget about leading the bird," Alderin 
advised. "If you'll take a well-balanced stance, 
properly mount the gun, then focus on the bird 
and swing through smoothly, the lead will take 
care of itself." 

A day spent with Alderin while he coached 
shotgunners at the Indigo Gun Club near 
Columbia convinced me that this gentleman from 
across the sea really knows what he is talking 
about. I saw shooters who'd never before held a 
shotgun coached into breaking clay targets, and 
shooters who'd spent much better days on the dove 
field than I, Cantey included, improve their 
already impressive skills. 

On my next hunt, I forgot about lead . . .. "That 
was quite a dance. Did you get in a bed of fireants?" 
a fellow shooter asked after the first dove sailed by 
me unscathed. 

"Not at all," I was forced to admit. "I'm just 
trying to find a proper stance. Next year I'll be 
working on gun mount and a smooth swing- through." 
Those of you who catch on more quickly than I might 
want to read about Alderin in "Shooting in Style." 

This issue has two more articles that deal with 
hunting. "Early Option - The Waterfowler's 
Choice" by Bob Campbell takes a look at a 
somewhat controversial early duck season option, 
and "The Sportsmen's Movement" by Pat 
Robertson gives some insight into the current 
nationwide efforts of sportsmen and -women to 
involve others in their love for the out-of-doors. 

Readers who don't hunt or fish should stilt find 
plenty that appeals in Bennie Lee Sinclair's 
excellent "Along the Gap" and Robert Clark's 
photo-essay, "Of Dawn and Dusk." But I'll let you 
discover the beauty of these articles for yourselves. 

"Wildlife Goes to School" by Delores Moulton
Larson gives some details about the Project WILD 
outdoor studies program that will be available this 
year to all South Carolina schools. And our regular 
"Ramblings" section is the first of a cooperative 
effort among SCETV, the State Museum 
Commission and the magazine as Rudy Mancke of 
"Nature Scene" takes us on an outing to Raven 
Cliff Falls. I promised Rudy and ETV's Beryl 
Dakers that I would not go afield with them, so 
future shows and "Ramblings" should be a great 
success. _.,., -JOHN DAVIS. 
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AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER. 

CONFESSIONS OF AN 
OUTDOOR MALADROIT. 
By Joel M. Vance, illustrations by 
Anthony Hillmiln, Amwell Press, 
525 Aurora Avenue, Jefferson 
City, Missouri, 65101, 210 pages, 
copyright 1983. 

If you enjoy reading article 
after article, book after book by 
sportsmen who always catch an 
eight-pound bass, bag a trophy 
buck, or take a brace of birds 
with a single shot, this book is 
not for you. Vance tells it as it 
is ... at least for Vance. And for 
Vance, as well as anyone unlucky 
enough to go with him, it is 
always disaster. 

From fishing to camping and 
hiking to hunting and a 
smattering of other outdoor 
pursuits, the author's 
delightfully-exaggerated mishaps 
will crack more than one smile 
and bring forth rumbling 
guffaws. 

Those who have truly 
experienced the great out-of
doors will instantly recognize a 
comrade skilled in all the little 
miseries that actually occur on 
those less than perfect, perfect 
trips. And the most delightful 
part is that Vance at least 
pretends to be adept at single
handedly enduring more disaster 
than any fifteen normal mortals. 
Where others are occasionally 
visited by little black clouds, 
Vance is shadowed by a live-in 
thunderstorm. 

The book is outdoor humor at 
its best. A surefire recipe to bring 
back each reader's own miserable 
moments and make the next 
outing's mishap;i seem less tragic. 

RALF COYKENDALL'S 
DUCK DECOYS AND HOW 
TO RIG THEM. 
Revised by Ralf Coykerulall Jr. , 
introduction by Gene Hill, 
Winchester Press, New Century 
Publishers, Inc., 220 Old New 

Brunswick Road, Piscataway, 
New Jersey, 08854, 128 pages, 
illustrations and diagrams, 
copyright 1983. 

The late Ralf Coykendall was 
admired and loved by countless 
waterfowlers for his sagacious 
advice, observations and well
founded opinions. His thorough 
knowledge of ducks and decoys 
won high praise when the book 
was first published in 1955. It 
was a concise, down-to-earth 
compendium, crammed with 
practical facts and valuable lore, 
written in a comfortable style 
that made readers feel as if they 
were chatting with this master 
waterfowler in a duck blind. 

The book was out of print 
until Ralk Coykendall Jr., well
known in his own right as an 
expert duck hunter and decoy 
carver, revised and updated the 
work, adding a special section on 
his father's favorite duck and 
goose recipes. 

The elder Coykendall learned 
his sport from many of the most 
highly-renowned, successful 
gunners and guides of the 
marketgunning era. The 
knowledge of decoys and their 
correct employment that 
Coykendall learned in their 
blinds and his own is even more 
important today than when the 
original edition was published. 
This revised edition, bound in 
simulated leather and protected 
by an attractive slipcase, offers 
waterfowlers an opportunity to 
acquire a work that will enhance 
their enjoyment of the sport and 
the traditions upon which it was 
founded. 

SOUTH CAROLINA 
HIKING TRAILS. 
By Allen de Hart, The East Woods 
Press, 429 East Boulevard, 
Charlotte, North Carolina, 28203, 
288 pages, 4½" by 6", phor.os, 
milPs, copyright 1984. 

This compact, durable book 

was produced by a veteran hiker 
who has tread over 394 trails 
through every South Carolina 
county to compile information 
useful to future hikers who follow 
in his footsteps. De Hart 
describes 510.2 miles of South 
Carolina's trails with varying 
degrees of detail. 

The guide takes its readers on 
a brief, basic trip along trails in 
national forests, state parks, 
wildlife refuges, GMAs, national 
and historic sites and monuments 
as well as municipal, county and 
recreational areas. A folksy way 
of writing reveals a trait's length 
and difficulty (as revealed by the 
indices "easy, moderate and 
strenuous") , while points of 
interest and directions for finding 
additional information serve to 
pique the prospective hiker's 
interest. 

The appendix provides a 
convenient way to locate 
additional information from a 
wide diversity of pertinent 
organizations at local, regional, 
state and national levels. 

When space permits, details of 
geological formations, plant and 
animal life are provided. Space 
limitations often exclude such 
information from the minor 
trails. Occasionally, a glint of 
humor creeps in. , . "the dangers 
of capture by ghosts in the 
Daufuskie Island marsh are rare. " 

The book's maps generally are 
devoid of great detail and the 
black and white photographs 
aren't as crisp as they could be. 
Still, a newcomer to a trail will 
be better off if this compact guide 
is included in his pack. A gentle 
blend of opinion with fact makes 
this a very readable, useful guide 
to South Carolina's trails for the 
hiker/backpacker. IfSouth 
Carolina truly has a trail for 
everyone, this, then, may be a 
book for every hiker._...., 
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The latter, on the other hand, 
often entail irreversible not a black-bellied plover, then I 
destruction of wetlands. would be t.otally at a loss as t.o its 

: ·"~:..,,, But while one can understand South Carolina Wildlife has identity. 
that Mr. Corcoran may not have built an enviable reputation for We hope you continue t.o enjoy 
read widely in the early sources, complete and accurate reporting. our magazine. 
it is difficult to perceive how he May we expect an article by one 
could have failed to learn of the of the many biologists who Groundbreaking Quakes 
tremendous part of our present believe that responsible rediking Your fascinating story on the 
wildlife habitat provided by old of lands formerly used for the matter of the Charleston 
rice fields in which water levels cultivation of rice--not of earthquake quotes Professor Dr. 
can still be controlled-no undisturbed salt marsh-is Bollinger as saying: "Historically, 
longer, of course, for rice, but for environmentally beneficial? earthquakes in the East have no 

Better Late Than Never selective and concentrated Peter Manigault record of breaking the ground." 
I've been a subscriber to South production of natural wildlife Chariest.on But there is record, for example, 

Carolina Wildlife for a year now. I food plants. the Year Book, 1886, Chariest.on, 
only wish I had subscribed years To cite just one modem Editor's Reply: Our November- S. C., shows a picture of a geyser, 
ago. Your magazine is the only source, South Carolina Wildlife December issue features an article near Ten Mile Hill, showing 
reason I look forward to going to has itself run countless pages of on the importance and value of rice erupted sand and a picture of a 
the mail box. Please keep up the text and photographs reflecting fields by Pete Laurie. fissure near Ashley River, ten 
great work. the spectacular wildlife of such miles from Charleston at Oak 
LesE. Smith prime habitat as Santee Coastal No Mistaken Identity Grove one of the larger fissures 
Inman Reserve, the Yawkey As usual, the magazine is was 150 yards long ... only a 

Foundation's South and Cat superb; however, I had to suggest guess, but it looks about a foot 
The Wetlands Controversy Islands, Dirleton, Bear Island to you that someone must be in across. 

Though far from as eloquent as and Savannah River Refuge, the error in identifying the bird Other such references abound. 
the memorable piece on salt biological hearts of all of which standing on one leg on page 20 ... "Many small fissures in the 
marsh by Pete Laurie in March- are still-diked old rice fields. (May-June '84) as being a black- ground were found next morning 
April 1975, Mike Corcoran's The article's further bellied plover. I see them in the in and near the village of Mount 
article was a timely and generally implication that possible rediking creek and on the beach at Pleasant, being of the same 
accurate restatement of the of additional old rice fields is a Pawleys Island nearly every day character as those in Charleston, 
immense value of our wetlands. menace to wetlands equivalent to this time of year and the black is though much more numerous. 

In one important and uniquely industrial pollution and resort very pronounced. The depth of the fissures could 
South Carolina respect, development is manifestly Was the picture taken at a not be determined, and the 
however, Corcoran reveals a untrue. different time of year or did your surface of the ground about them 
faulty grasp of historical fact and The former, intended, as the caption writer possibly make a was covered with quantities of 
biological reality. author points out, for waterfowl mistake? I do recognize the ejected mud and water" ... "In St. 

To describe as "destructive" management and aquaculture, dowitchers. Andrew's Parish, which lies 
the long-ago conversion of some represent use of wetlands for non- D. W. Green]r. across the Ashley River from 
intertidal areas into controlled- polluting renewable-resource Conway Charleston, numerous small 
flow rice fields is simply not true. activities, examples of holes and craterlets were formed 
The contemporary natural conservation in its classical Laurie's Reply: Birds are difficult by the shock, and from these 
history literature--bearing such sense. So managed, the wetlands t.o identify from a single phot.ograph, blue mud and parti-colored sand 
by-lines as Wilson, Audubon, are of concomitant and vital but my best guess is that the bird were emitted in varying 
Bachman and Holbrook-is full importance to an impressive pictured is indeed a black-bellied quantities, the water and mud 
of evidence of the richness of the range of non-game, non- plover. The phot.o was taken during spouting up in places, during a 
wildlife habitat which proved to commercial species such as shore the winter when these birds look short interval, to the height of 
be a by-product of that highly- birds, wading birds and raptors, very different from their more five or ten feet." 
specialized method of as well as reptiles, amphibians, colorful spring and summer Mrs. Thomas C. Dendy 
agriculture. fish and shellfish. plumage. If the bird in the phot.o is Greenville 
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Editor's Reply: When Dr. 
Bollinger stated that "Historically, 
earthquakes in the East have no 
record of breaking the ground'' he 
was speaking in the strictest sense. 
The evidence cited in the 1886 
Charleston Yearbook are 
secondary phenomena resulting 
from the earthquake fault. Far an 
earthquake to "break the ground," 
rock layers which are part of the 
causal fault would have to be 
exposed at the surface. The fault or 
faults responsible far the 1886 
Charleston earthquake lie so deep 
beneath the sediment of the coastal 
plain that this is probably not 
possible. 

Stylized Bald Eagles 
The Post Office Department 

made a gross error in its drawing 
of our national bird, the bald 
eagle of North America. This 
bird has a white rump and a white 
tail and this error should be 
corrected. 
Edwin H. Herrison]r. 
Lugoff 

r 
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Setting A Good Example 
Living in Naples, Italy, and 

seeing how little the people here 
try to respect their environment, 
your magazine with its gorgeous 
pictures is a welcome bi-monthly 
escape. Keep up the good work! 
Perhaps as our Italian friends see 
your magazine they, too, will 
learn how to preserve their 
natural beauties. 
Susan D. Clarkson 
Naples 

Hats Off to Boaters 
I am an avid reader of your 

magazine and sincerely wish it 
were a monthly publication. 
However, in the March-April 
1984 issue I must take offense at 
your use of the word "boater" in 
large print in "Biosphere." 

A "boater," sir, is not someone 
who owns or uses a boat. A 
"boater" is a straw hat with a flat 
crown and brim. No doubt called 
a "boater" because of its 
popularity with the yachting set 
in years past. By now several 
thousands letters have probably 
brought this to your attention. 

Enclosed is a sketch of two 
"boaters" on a lake. I hope you 
will make note of the difference. 
R. F. Bradford III 
Myrtle Beach 

Editor's Reply: Surprisingly, 
your letter was the only one to bring 
attention to the precise use of the 
ward "boater." By the way, your 
''boater'' wiU float much better if 
it's upside down. 

You Can't Please 'em All 
Glad your renewal notice 

asked why I'm not renewing. In 
past years your magazine had 
beautiful art work-drawings, 
paintings and photography. This 
especially interested me, being 
an artist myself. Also many of 
your articles were of an historical 
nature. This, too, I particularly 
enjoyed. Now I find it to be more 
of a magazine for the hunter and/ 
or fisherman-not that I am 
against either, I am not. 
However, that is not the kind of 
magazine I'm looking for-and 

I'm tired of reading about 
conservation! I want a magazine 
like South Carolina Wildlife used 
to be. 
Rita}. EUiott 
Signal Mountain, Tennessee 

P.S. Had I been born in South 
Carolina, I would have been a 
seventh generation South 
Carolinian-so I am interested 
in the state for that reason too. 

Whateverhappenedtothe 
good hunting and fishing and 
adventure stories of the South 
Carolina Wildlife magazine? 

A true sportsman understands 
that killing game by the rules is a 
true and tried method of 
conservation---0ur magazine is 
turning into a picture book of 
anti-gun buffs. I will not renew 
again unless this magazine stops 
going in the direction it is going. 
Mrs. BiUe King 
Johnsonville 

Hiking and backpacking 
articles would be appreciated. 
Ralph Brooks 
Lyman 

P.S. A fine magazine. 

Cheers and Applause 
Three cheers arid a barrel of 

applause for your great magazine. 
I thank my son, now a South 

Carolinian, for giving me the 
subscription and you for a superb 
publication. 

We, in Alabama would have 
to be a bit envious of your state's 
beauty captured in prose and 
photography. 
H.L. Cooke]r. 
Birmingham, Alabama 

I do not want to miss a single 
issue. 

I lived in North Carolina 
before moving here eight years 
ago. Our North Carolina Wildlife 
was wonderful, but I think South 
Carolina Wildlife "takes the 
cake." 

The beautiful color photos are 
charming framed! : .. and whoever 
does the penciled art work is 
superb! We keep and treasure 
each issue at our house. 

Many thanks and much 
appreciation for such a m~rvelous 
magazine. 
Lane Ferguson 
Manning 

I think the magazine is 
super-so beautifully depicts all 
of South Carolina's beautiful 
wildlife. 
Mrs. D.]. Gowaty 

Appreciation will never run 
dry for South Carolina Wildlife. I 
read and reread the ones I save for 
another day. They send me 
exploring the South Carolina I 
enjoy. 
Donna Hanna 
Giffard 

My father has been 
subscribing to South Carolina 
Wildlife for a number of years. I 
have been reading it since then. I 
think you have been doing an 
excellent.job. I liked the stories 
you did about conservation and 
"Field Trip." I think the 
photography is good, too. I also 
like the calendar you sent us; it 
has some good pictures of some of 
the wildlife. Keep up the good 
work! 
Chris Mixson 
Hampton 
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SWALLOWTAILS 
OF THE FRANCIS MARION 
Ongoing research 
by two South Carolina 
biologists is bringing new 
information on this 
graceful but seldom seen 
bird of prey. 

by Lynne Langley 

D 
eep within the Francis Marion National Forest an elegant bird of 
prey circles a ridge thick with ninety-foot loblolly pines. Atop the 
tallest tree sits his mate; her forked, foot- long black tail drooping 
over a nest of twigs and moss. She seems uneasy in this alien position 

for the kite only rests while nesting or sleeping. 
An aerial acrobat that drinks and dines on the fly, the swallow-tailed kite 

resembles an agile, giant black and white swallow and has been called 
everything from an elegant aristocrat to the epitome of grace. Others compare 
the raptor to a gymnast or a thoroughbred racer that propels its one-pound body 
with a four-foot wingspan. A delicate creature of supreme control and 
coordination, the swallowtail zooms, slides and somersaults through the air 
using each side of its tail as a rudder to bank and tum on the proverbial dime. 

Few people are fortunate enough to see a kite. Sighting one for the first time 
is unforgettable. The kite is listed as an endangered species in South Carolina 
and is rare or even lost in much of its former breeding grounds. 

Perhaps only fifty pairs nested this past spring in the Francis Marion, the 
northernmost point the bird is believed to breed, possibly the only breeding site 
in South Carolina. Nationwide, swallowtails may number 1,000 pairs and the 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is reviewing their case for possible listing as a 
threatened species. 

Mystery shrouds the disappearance of Elanoides forficatus from 75 percent of 
its range during the past half century. A primitive raptor dating back forty to 
fifty-five million years, swallowtails had begun to decline by 1860, yet less than 
one hundred years ago the range of this tropical bird still covered twenty-one 
states including the Midwest as far north as Minnesota. By 1900 it was confined 
to seven southern states. Still, it was breeding abundantly in South Carolina as 
recently as 1910. 

By the 1940s the swallowtail was known to nest in only six southern states 
and was uncommon everywhere except in southern Florida. A lthough it 
probably had summered in all of South Carolina's major river swamps from the 
coastal plain inland to Columbia, Cheraw and Aiken, by the 1940s the kite had 
retreated to the Francis Marion, a 250, 000-acre tract of swamp and pine forest. 
Apparently, this very mobile bird needs vast, undeveloped acreage for nesting 
and feeding. 

Man commonly hunted birds of prey during the years kite populations were 
falling, and the bird's towering nest trees were felled for lumber while ideal 
feeding'sites were being cleared for farmland. Man altered the very habitat kites 
need-acres adjacent to rivers and streams and open prairie with nearby 
forested waters. The birds tried to adapt and even took to feeding on insects 
stirred up by mowing machines. But in the end, kites' tolerance of man made 
them easier targets. 

In 1912, Charleston Museum curator Eugene Edmund Murphey reported 
seeing a "pot-hunter on Main Street" carrying six swallowtails over his 
shoulder. "A savage habit," as Murphey phrased it. 

Today, South Carolina's endangered species law imposes a $1,000 fine for 
killing a swallow-tailed kite. But birds nesting here spend more than half the 
year in Central and South America where no law protects them, where hunting 
continues. The only band returned from a kite tagged in this country tells the 
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Although occasionally seen skimming water, kites 
seldom drink since they experience thirst differently 
than does man. Succulent prey such as wasp grubs, 
dragon flies and green snakes satisfies their need far 
water. 
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story: the bird was shot by a Brazilian hunter. 
Nature also takes a toll. Great homed owls seize adults right off the nest; 

raccoons, crows and red-tailed hawks steal its eggs and nestlings. Of nine nests 
studied recently in South Carolina, four failed. The other five fledged eight 
young. Kites may live five to seven years, and they become sexually mature at 
one or two. If kites indeed reproduce at one year, South Carolina's populations 
may well be stable; if not until two, the bird may decline here. 

As their numbers drop, the danger increases. This gregarious bird appears to 
need company with perhaps thirty to forty pair nesting within an extensive 
tract of land. If too few remain to support a breeding ground, nesting may stop 
entirely. 

Kites seem to have held their own in the Francis Marion since about 1940. 
The birds arrive there in late March intent on nesting. As yet, no study has 
shown whether they mate for life or begin pairing before spring migration. 
Swallow-tailed kites stage spectacular courtship flights; males and females are 
indistinguishable with one diving from high above while the other rockets 
nearly straight up to meet before exchanging positions. 

Then, the female lands on a branch while the male soars above. 
He then lights on her back to accomplish matmg which may last thirty 
seconds. 

Approximately one week later, swallowtails choose a nest site, often in or 
near a swamp. One nest tree in Hell Hole Bay, for instance, stands on a pine 
ridge above a mosquito-infested swamp of black water, cypress knees, red bay_ 
and red maple. Winter storms usually demolish the flimsy nests, but kites often 
build anew near a former nest tree, frequently choosing a loblolly pine seventy
five to ninety feet tall in a somewhat open area. Attracted to broken forests and 
forest edges, the swallowtail often nests relatively close to a road. A nest in 
Walker Swamp near St. Stephens was only twenty-five feet from a paved road 
last year, and this year kites nested in a clump of pines just a few hundred feet 
away from that same tree. 

The kite's four-foot wingspan apparently needs the open area that roads or 
slightly exposed nest trees provide for easier access. Surprisingly tolerant of 
man, people have observed kites perching briefly on telephone wires near a 
Florida shopping center. 

Both male and female construct the nest over a week to ten days. While the 
timing may seem leisurely, swallowtails can log 600 miles or more gathering 
hardwood twigs, Spanish and graybeard moss for a nest that may measure 
twenty inches across and up to a foot thick. Using its keen eyesight, the bird will 
circle, swoop down, grasp a tree branch with its talons and break it off with a 
resounding crack. Just before landing at the nest, it transfers the material from 
feet to beak sometimes dropping half its load. 

Because it is awkward on the ground, the kite refuses to reclaim lost nesting 
material; instead, it searches for more branches. By the first week in April, most 
females are laying handsome white eggs splotched with dark brown or chesmut 
markings. Man once gathered the eggs for their sheer beauty. Unlike many 
other raptors, swallowtails determinedly defend their nests, and confrontations 
between man and bird used to risk parent and egg alike. 

The female incubates the eggs for thirty days while the male brings insects, 
snakes and lizards to her every sixty to ninety minutes. Occasionally, the two 
exchange places so the female can stretch wings that normally keep her aloft 
from early morning until nearly sunset. Two pairs, nesting as close as 700 feet, 
may associate with one another throughout the season as they hunt for food or 
wait out heavy rains on a branch. 

Unlike precocious songbirds that leave the nest in a few days, young kites 
don't venture out for six weeks. Compared to other birds of prey, swallowtails 
have small feet, weak talons and bills resembling those of a small screech owl. 
The nestlings; huffy where their parents are white, posture when approached by 
man and if necessary, are as aggressive as any young raptor. 

i 
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Bv the time they leave the nest, the young are black and white duplicates of 
their parents with a grape-like sheen on their black tails and backs. Only the 
shorter tail and rapid flapping identify young from adult. Even the inaugural 
flight is an auspicious fifty or one hundred leet to a nearby tree. A week's 
practice near the nest and the young are soaring, though with less skill than the 
dazzling adults. 

In those first weeks of flight, the young kites sharpen their flying skills. They 
must master the arts of catching prey, eating, drinking and even skimming atop 
the water to bathe on the wing, for about August 20, they must migrate south, 
most likely with their parents. 

The young kites _instinctively grasp reptiles from tree branches and insects 
from leaves or from mid-air. Fond of dragonflies, kites skillfully seize and hold 
these insects in their talons, remove the durable wings and dine in flight. The 
bird's claws also crush the hard shells of grasshoppers, and spurting insect juices 
may stain its white belly brown until its next molt. 

Groups of swallowtails often glide in search of food. Up to fifty birds at a time 
sdll cruise over the Santee Delta and sweep down Highway 17 as if using the 
road as a map to the Delta's abundant insect crop. Kites congregate there in July 
and August when their favorite prey hatches. Charleston County's Bulls Island 
and Moore's Landing also draw the birds at times, and stragglers have appeared 
here and there along the Congaree River in Columbia and even in downtown 
Chester. 

But the Francis Marion is home for this bird that can easily fly thirteen miles 
in a single afternoon. And the Francis Marion is where South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources Department biologists John Cely and Jim Sorrow spend 
their summers in search of swallowtails. With research funds for non-game 
wildlife now at a minimum, only South Carolina and Florida are studying this 
elusive bird. 

South Carolina's Check for Wildlife, a voluntary tax contribution, provides 
Cely's budget for locating kite nests, attaching tracking transmitters and 
banding the young and adults. All of which is about as simple as finding a 
moving needle in an oversized haystack. 

F
or two years Cely and fellow wildlife biologist Jim Sorrow have rented 
cherry pickers or hydraulic cranes to lift themselves one hundred feet or 
more above the forest canopy to scout for kites carrying nesting 
material. Even with aerial estimates of nest·sites, it may take two 

weeks of ground work to find a nest tree, more often than not surrounded by 
almost impenetrable growth. 

Cely and Sorrow are the first persons known to capture a live adult kite, and 
they took their clue from a biologist studying the far more common Mississippi 
kite which also nests in this state. To succeed, they made a kite think a great 
homed owl was about to attack. They strung up a fold of 30-by-30-foot netting 
and placed a captive owl secured to a perch near a nest site just below and in 
front of the soft mist net. This year's owl "volunteer" had been hit by a car and 
left for dead. The owl suffers brain damage and is kept at Riverbanks Zoo in 
Columbia. . 

In theory, the parent swallowtails should zoom down to drive out the owl and 
in so doing land in the pocket of netting. Apparently oblivious to all the 
hubbub until the owl appears, the kites instead circle overhead. Their "wheat, 
wheat, wheat" cries of alarm draw other kites, and in one case a pair of more 
demonstrative Mississippi kites dive-bombed the owl while resident 
swallowtails watched from far above. 

Cely and Sorrow ultimately lured three birds last year and hope to capture 
four more this year. To the tail feathers of each, a transmitter is attached 
weighing less than a fifth of an ounce which falls off with feathers during the fall 
molt. They have discovered that a swallowtail ranges over as much as 12,500 
acres but spends most of its time in 1,900 acres or less. Females may leave the 

Kites soar upon thermal columns as well or better than 
any raptor. Once they take to the air, they rerra:un 
ai.rbame all day. When through soaring, they use their 
forked tail as both rudder and brake to approach their 
treetop nests with ease. 
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Swallow-tailed kite 
Elanoides forficatus 

Description: Twenty-one inches long; one pound; fifty
inch wingspan. Distinguished hy its striking black and 
whire plummage with a purple sheen, · the long, farked 
tail renders it unmistakable. 

Range: Southeastern United Stares, Mexico, Central 
America and most of South America south to northern 
A1gentina. To mignue it leaves South Carolina as early 
as August. 

Habitat: Prefers swamps, marshes, river banks and open 
farests: 

Habits: When hunting it may drift slowly a few feet 
above the ground ar the treetops. Feeds mostly on the 
wing. Diet consists of large fl.ying insects, lizards, 
snakest bird nestlings, treefrogs, wasp grubs and perhaps 
minnows. Drinks swallow-fashion from the surface of a 
pond. 

Kires as a family are the most gregarious of all Narth 
American hawks. 
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nest once the young are three weeks old. When they fledge at six weeks, both 
parents will travel as far as fifteen miles to feed at the Santee Delta. 

Tracking one bird requires independent readings and two vehicles racing 
along roads in hopes the kite will fly a straight course. That seldom happens. 
But each bird does become somewhat predictable, showing a daily pattern of 
movement and feeding. That's the time to worry, as a kite nicknamed "The 
Honey Hill Bird" proved. One day it took an unexpected tum northeast and 
left Cely and Sorrow tracing every possible path and running up and down fire 
towers in a frantic search that finally paid off. This, too, became habit as the 
bird continued to disappear for two or three hours daily only to return 
nonchalantly. 

To date, South Carolina's project is the first to band adult swallowtails, 
although Florida biologists have banded a few nestlings. Sorrow has banded 
several nestlings here in the Palmetto State, but it's an expedition frought with 
its own dangers. Using spurs to climb a ninety-foot pine, Sorrow is usually 
greeted by outraged parents that dive within ten feet of his head. Since kites fly 
with feet tucked into feathers, bands will only provide information if a banded 
bird is recaptured. 

Cely and Sorrow constantly break old assumptions and create new 
boundaries of kite knowledge. Biologists long thought swallowtails used mostly 
open areas, marshes and broken forests, but Cely has discovered the birds may 
not require much marsh but choose large tracts of broken forests with uneven 
canopies. In gathering basic information, he hopes to find ways to count the 
kites accurately and to monitor them in the Francis Marion and to check the 
lower Savannah River where a few birds also may nest. Since kites apparently 
can live in a forest that is cut correctly, Cely hopes to determine what timber 
harvesting methods will protect kites and the pine ridges they need for nesting. 

Although this is a crucial time for the swallowtail, other kites are thriving. 
The Mississippi kite is increasing in South Carolina, even moving westward 
into Arizona and California. The black-shouldered kite, which strays 
occasionally into South Carolina, is expanding its range around the country. 
And in Europe the black kite, perhaps the most abundant bird of prey there, 
darkens the sky with its migrations to Africa. The Everglade or snail kite, 
however, was reduced to a few dozen some thirty years ago. It now numbers 
about two hundred, many living north of Everglades National Park in Florida. A 
subspecies of the swallowtail breeds in Central and South America where it is 
reported to be doing well. 

Almost nothing is known about remnant populations of the swallowtail 
thought to nest in Georgia's Okefenokee Swamp, Mississippi's Pearl River and 
along the western Alabama coast; Cely estimates these states and Louisiana 
each may have fifty to one hundred pairs but that any of these breeding 
populations could be lost almost before man realizes it. 

The South Carolina and Florida swallowtail populations appear to be stable 
but other areas in their range are unknown. Northern Florida probably has 150 
to 200 breeding pairs, Everglades Park perhaps 250 to 400. The bird's future 
there depends heavily on preservation of habitat and the state's already 
overtaxed fresh water supply. 

The Francis Marion, harvested for timber in some areas but largely 
preserved, could prove vital not only to the swallowtail but to research. Unlike 
other kite nesting grounds, this forest is crossed by a multitude of roads that give 
man access to track, study and learn about the fleeting kite. Only more study 
will tell if a kite returns to the same area each spring and if birds fledged in the 
Francis Marion return to nest there. Such research can help ensure this 
endangered creature is not lost forever to this state and the world .. --. 

Lynne Langley writes features and a weekly nature column far the Post-Courier in 
Charleston. The South Carolina Wildlife Federation named her "Communicator of the Year'' 
in 1983. 



NOTE: Because of the printing 
deadline, dates are subject to 
change. Before traveling to an 
event, please call first for 
specific information. 

SEPTEMBER 1-2. 
Fourth Annual Saltwater 

Fishing Tournament. General 
inshore and offshore species. 
Place: Isle of Palms. For more 
information, contact Henry J. 
Finch Jr., Isle of Palms Marina, 
Isle of Palms, S.C., 29451, 
( 803) 886-864 2 or 886-6000 . 
SEPTEMBER 3. 

Labor Day Festival. Parade, 
arts and crafts, games, 
entertainment, barbecue. Place: 
Chapin. For more information, 
contact Stan Shealy, P.O. Box 

. 183, Chapin, S.C., 29036, 
(803) 345-1873. 
SEPTEMBER 7-9. 

Second Annual Carolina 
Craftsmen's Summer Classic. 
Artists and craftsmen from 
throughout the nation will 
exhibit and demonstrate a wide 
variety of their work. Place: 
Myrtle Beach Convention 
Center, Myrtle Beach. For more 
information, contact Clyde 
Gilmore, 1902 N. Holden Road, 
Greensboro, N.C., 27408, 
(919) 288-1933. 

SEPTEMBER 15-16. 
World Championship 

Catfishing Tournament. Great 
fun and lots of prizes! Place: 
Manning. For more information, 
contact Jim Herring, Randolph's 
Landing, Route 4 , Box 1300, 
Manning, S.C., 29102, (803) 
478-2152. 
Catfish Festival. Boat races, 
children field events, crafts, 
parade, music, catfish stew. 
Place: Hardeeville. For more 
information, contact Patricia 
Stevens, Box 856, Hardeeville, 
s.c., 29927, (803) 784-6036. 
SEPTEMBER 19-21. 

Coastal Carolina 
Invitational. Intercollegiate 
sportfishing and free seminars 
open to the public. Place: 
Murrells Inlet. For more 
information, contact Don 
Milius, USC-Coastal 
Carolina, P.O. Box 1954, 
Conway, S.C., 29526, (803) 
347-3161. 
SEPTEMBER 22. 

National Hunting and 
Fishing Day. Become more 
aware of what the out-of-doors 
has to offer by bringing the entire 
family for a day of arts and crafts, 
wildlife exhibits and displays, 
sport hunting exhibits, and 
contests focusing on the 
outdoors. Place: Conway. For 
more information, contact 
Conway Chamber of Commerce, 
P.O. Box 831, Conway, S.C., 
29526, (803)248-2273. 
SEPTEMBER 28-30. 

Raylrode Dayze Festival. 
Canoe race, parade, carnival, 
museum tour, train, stagecoach, 
and wagon rides, street dances, 
gunfights in the street. Place: 
Branchville. For more 
information, contact Robert 
Conley, 116 S. Main Street, 
Branchville, S. C., 29432, (803) 
274-8820. 

OCTOBER 1-25. 
"To Catch a Falling Star." 

The romance of falling stars is 
little compared to the incredible 
luck needed to find one. On 
display are meteorites from the 
permanent collections in 
historical perspective. Place: 
McKissick Museums, Columbia. 
For more information, call (803) 
777-6889. 
OCTOBER6. 

Okra Strut. Arts and crafts 
exhibits, games, entertainment, 
fried okra and okra strut ball . 
Place: Irmo. For more 
information, contact Debbie 
Johnson or Priscilla McMahon, 
(803) 781-7050. 
OCTOBER 6-7. 

SCSSA Fall Oceanic 
Tournament. General species. 
Place: Charleston. For more 
information, contact Ralph 
Phillips, P.O. Box 2086, Station 
A, Charleston, S.C., 29403, 
(803) 552-8263. 
OCTOBER 6-22. 

"Artsarepoppin." County
wide celebration, held in 
conjunction with the spring art 
show, with crafts, music,, dance, 
children's theater. Place: 
Lancaster. For more information, 
contact Nancy Howell, P. 0 . Box 
613, Lancaster, S.C., 29720, 
(803) 285-7451. 
OCTOBER 10-13. 

Arthur Smith King Mackerel 
Fishing Tournament. Daily 
competition for the largest king 
mackerel catches, fish fry, 
entertainment, awards. Place: 
Myrtle Beach. For more 
information, contact Mamie 
Vines, P.O. Box3173 , N . 
Myrtle Beach, S. C., 29582, 
(803) 249-1523. 
OCTOBER 18-21. 

Hill Skills 314 Inc. More 
than 250 craftsmen from across 
the Southeast demonstrate and 
sell their wares. Place: 
Greenville. For more 

information, contact Rachel 
McKaughan, 62 7 Pelham Road, 
Greenville, S.C., 29615, (803) 
288-4088. 
OCTOBER 19-21. 

"Autumn in the Foothills." 
Sharpen your photography skills 
while you enjoy a relaxing, 
informal weekend in the colorful 
South Carolina foothills . Slide 
competition with awards; 
seminars by award-winning 
South Carolina and Georgia 
photographers on natural images, 
processing and printing slides, 
videotape photography; posing 
and lighting, photographing 
female models, outdoor 
portraiture, and ways to boost 
business sales. Place: Tri-County 
Technical College, Pendleton. 
For more information, contact 
Tri-County Technical College, 
Continuing Education Division, 
P.O. Box 587, Pendleton, S.C., 
29670, (803) 646-8361. 
OCTOBER 25-30. 

Georgetown County Expo 
and Fair. Exhibits, needlework, 
ceramics, hobbies, crafts and 
rides. People are encouraged to 
participate in the bake sale. 
Place: Georgetown. For more 
iqformation, contact Bernard 
Hamlin, 318 St. James Street, 
Georgetown, S.C., 29440, 
(803) 546-3915. 
OCTOBER26-27. 

Jack-O-Lantern Jubilee. 
Costume contest, games, crafts, 
street dance, music and food. 
Place: North Augusta. For more 
information, contact the North 
Augusta Chamber of 
Commerce, 235 Georgia 
Avenue, North Augusta, S. C., 
29841, (803) 279-2323. 

To list an event, please send 
information three months in 
advance of publication date to 
Tricia Way, South CamUna 
Wildlife, P.O . Box 167, 
Columbia, S.C., 29202, (803) 
758-0001. -• 
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Professional shooting instrucr.ar Tom Alderin left, knows 
the vast majority of wing shooting problems can be corrected 
through proper stance, gun mount and swing wir:h total 
concentration on the target. 

Take a few tips from Holland & Holland Limited, 
one of the world's most renowned shooting schools. and 

improve your wing shooting success. 

by John Davis 
photography by Ted Borg 

SHOOTING 
IN 

STYLE 

It's an unconscious feeling,peculiar to many 
American males. A feeling that all true 
sons of the frontiersmen who tamed the 

wilderness and secured this nation's freedom 
have an instinctive skill - an American 
birthright, if you will - in handling firearms 
and putting wild game on the table. 

Fact is, it's just not so. Those shotgunners 
who can powder 100 straight on the skeet 
field or down a limit of doves with an equal 
number of shells are extremely rare. For the 
rest of us two, three, four or more shells are 
expended for every dove, quail or duck 
bagged by the season's end. 

Professional shotgunners make it look so 
easy ... like emperors plucking wild grapes at 
their leisure. We ignore or forget the shells, 
concentration and hours they put in each 
week to achieve and maintain such skills. 
We can't afford that level of practice, but we 
can keep hoping for that perfect hunt. 

The doves will drift in slowly. Our every 
move will be shotgunning perfection. And 
the limit will be filled, one shot per bird. 

Reality, unfortunately, is not so kind. 
First one miss, then another and the nagging 
self-examination begins. We look for some 
secret formula, some magic shortcut to lead 
us triumphantly around our lack of practice 
in the field. 

One of Alderin's first efforts wir:h beginning 
shooters like Nadine Dent, right, is to assure 

r:hat the gun is equally balanced wir:h a relaxed 
grip in bor:h hands and brought up smoothly into 

the shoulder pocket. Improper grip and mount 
are likely to cause head movement, accounting 

far over 50 percent of a shooter's misses. 

"There's absolutely no way those birds 
should have flown on," the mind chastises. 
"Was the lead too much, or too little?" Self
confidence erodes leaving in its place more 
questions and missed shots. 

It's a scene many shotgunners know far 
too well. And a problem that Tom A. 
Alderin knows better than most. He should. 
Others' shooting woes provide the basis for 
Alderin's livelihood. 

"By Appointment to H. R.H. Duke of 
Edinburgh, Rifle Makers, Holland & 

Holland Limited," Alderin's business card 
reads. A native of Sweden, he is a shooting 
school instructor for this internationally
known British gun maker and much in 
demand for his expertise with a shotgun and 
his ability to improve others' shooting skills. 

For the past several years, Alderin's 
annual worldwide teaching tour has 
included one-and-a-half months in America 
at the request of some of the best shooting 
clubs. His last stop here for the past two 
years has been at the Indigo Gun Club just 

After finding the proper gun length, bend and 
cast on his adjustable try-gun, above, Alderin 
checks gun fit far Dr. Edmund Taylor, left. 
When properly fitted and mounted the gun 
barrel should lie directly along a shooter's 
natural line of vision, shooting exactly where the 
eye aims. 

south of Columbia. Beneath the club's 100-
foot tower, mounted with four skeet traps 
that can be positioned and fired 
independently or in unison, Alderin 
instructs both novice and veteran gunners in 
the fine art of shotgunning style. 

Throughout the morning and well into 
the afternoon he works with a new gun 
(shooter) each hour. Problems are always 
more or less the same - violations of the 
basic shooting rules - depending upon the 
student's prior experience and habits. 
Though he must weary at seeing the same 
mistakes, Alderin remains enthusiastic, 
always carefully studying each client's 
stance, gun mount and 
movements ... plucking away with a gentle, 
positive patience until the proper style and 
confidence return. 

"I couldn't care less if you hit it or not," 
he told a beginning shooter. "Hit or miss, 
you'll do it in style. And once that style 
comes naturally, the hits will follow." 

A small group of more experienced 
shotgunners flanked the pair. After several 
misses by the beginning student, someone 
made a comment about shooting behind the 
clay bird, not allowing enough lead. Alderin 
paused in his one-on-one session. 

"Too many shooters worry themselves 
over the lead," he said. "You have absolutely 
no way of knowing exactly how far out or 
how fast a bird is flying. Absolutely no way! 

"The proper amount oflead is no lead at 
all, or at least none that can be accurately 
calculated in the field," Alderin said. 
"Hitting a bird by swinging the gun out front 
to a predetermined distance is ... well, an 
American mishap." His blue eyes sparkled 
with this deliberately provocative statement 
and at his students' predictable disbelief. 

Many respected American shotgunners 
swear by the predetermined lead system. A 
dove on a tail wind is led a certain number of 
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In the series below, Alderin demonstrates the 
narrow stance, left foot slightly ahead for right
handed shooters, that allows a smooth swing in 
any direction. For a shot to the left, below left, 
body weight transfers to the left foot and the right 
heel rises allowing a pivot on the right toe as the 
angle of tum increases. The reverse is true for a 
shot to the right, below middle. On high 
overhead shots, below right, the hunter waits 
until the target is almost overhead, then mounts 
the gun as body weight shifts to the back foot 
and the front foot rises on its toe. 

feet. A "big" duck like the mallard may be 
led a few feet more. Books have been 
written, seminars given, flight speeds for 
shot and various gamebirds calculated and 
recalculated; all to determine just how far 
out in front of the target the gun barrel 
should be before the trigger is pulled. 

British versus American shooting 
methods have been, and will continue to be, 
argued by some of the best shotgunners on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Common sense, 
however, seems to go with the British, at 
least on this subject. Wind gauges, 
rangefinders, and instantaneous computer 
systems, wired directly to the shooter and 
gun, would be necessary to determine 
exactly the correct flight, speed and distance 
of each bird encountered afield. 

Alderin works with Don Dial, left, to illustrate 
the importance of proper stance and hip 
movement in swinging on a moving target. 
Bending or dipping the upper body and 
shoulders causes the gun to cant rather than be 
held level and also causes the shooter to be off 
balance. 

i,How many times have you cleanly 
dropped a bird that seemed to come from 
nowhere, only to miss a bird you'd spotted 
well before it came into shotgun range?" 
Alderin asked. "Many gunners have almost 
no trouble hitting the quick snap shots and 
that's because they are concentrating only 
on the bird, rather than on how fast it's 
going, how much lead to give it and where 
the gun is. When you think about leading a 
bird, you concentrate on the gun and not on 
the bird. 

"You don't have to worry about lead 
because it's built into your head," he said. 
"Your eye starts the sequence by telling you 
the bird's flight line, distance and speed. As 
you bring the gun up and swing past the 
target's lead edge, the signal is given to 



Alderin' s advice far mare consistent shooting lry 
beginners and veteran shotgunners like John 

Cantey, right, is to wait until the target is within 
range, concentrate on its lead edge and mount 
the gun as the body begins its swing through the 

line of flight. The shot and follow-through 
should be a part of that smooth swing with no 

thought given to establishing a lead ar the gun's 
position. 

shoot. From this point on there is a built-in 
delay as the gun continues to sweep forward 
and the message to shoot travels from eye to 
brain, from brain to spinal cord, to arm, to 
finger. There's another delay as the trigger is 
pressed. Trigger releases firing pin to strike 
primer, primer ignites powder and the shell 
discharges sending the shot string out 
toward the target. All this time the gun has 
been moving farther in front of the bird. If 
this weren't true, we couldn't shoot 
instinctively at all. 

"You must think of yourself as standing in 
the middle of a circle·. A target enters that 
circle while passing through it and we 
mount and swing the gun, catch the target 
and swing on past it, all in one smooth 
sweep. It's a form of controlled snap shooting 
that works at any distance as long as the gun 
is correctly mounted and swung through 
properly." 

Using three shells, representing targets at 
different ranges placed along an imaginary 
line leading away from the shooter, the 
young instructor knelt to demonstrate the 
system. A gun barrel used like the second 
hand on a watch swept over the line of 
shells. The farther out the shells, the farther 
behind them the gun barrel began its swing 
and the farther in front of them it stopped as 
someone in the group gave the command to 
shoot. 

"You must trust your eye," Alderin said. 
"Never look at the gun. You should never see 
it. If it fits properly and is mounted correctly 
the master eye will be looking directly over 
the barrel at the point where the shot will 
go. The shot will be a hit." 

That smooth swing Alderin noted with 
such importance begins at the feet. Holland 
and Holland teaches a stance where the toe 
of the left foot (for right-handed shooters) is 

slightly ahead of the right foot, heels are 
about four inches apart and weight is equally 
distributed on both feet. From this position 
the body can be pivoted in any direction 
with little movement above the hips. 

"The hips are the whole nine yards," 
Alderin said. "I learned that expression from 
you fellows this year." He flashed another 
infectious smile. 

"Keep the upper back straight and let the 
pivot come in the feet and hips. You can 
swing in either direction if your stance is 
correct." 

To take a shot on the left side, weight is 
transferred to the left foot and the right heel 
comes up as the pivot is made on the right 
toe. The opposite is true for a shot to the 
right. Overhead shots are taken with the 
weight transferred to the back (right foot for 
right-handers) . As the steepness of the angle 
increases, the front foot rises naturally on its 
toe. 

"There is a natural pocket between the 
shoulder and the neck. It's almost as though 
it were made for shooting," Alderin said. 
"When the gun is gripped correctly with the 
left hand near the top of the fore end, thumb 
pointing along the barrel, and the right 
hand under.the small of the stock with the 
index finger laid along the trigger guard, the 
gun should be comfortably balanced. It can 
be brought up smoothly into the shoulder 
pocket so that the stock rests against the 
cheek, between the cheek and jaw bones. 
The head is held slightly forward, but fairly 
erect so that the eye looks exactly where the 
gun will be shooting." 

A common mistake Alderin notes in 
many hunters is that of trying to take the 
bird too soon. When this happens, the gun 
is brought up and the swing begun before the 
bird is within good range. The shooter must 

then check his swing, losing the instinctive 
momentum so vital in successfully following 
smoothly on through the target. 

"Take two-thirds of the time to see the 
bird and only one-third to kill it," he said. 
"If you check your swing, you'll almost 
certainly shoot behind the bird. Better, as 
we say in Sweden, to 'rush slowly.' There is 
no point to move until you can focus on the 
bird. It makes you quicker and more 
accurate." 

After checking his student's readiness 
Alderin pressed the release to send another 
target hurtling off the tower. "Look at the 
bird," he coaxed. "See the lead edge. Now, 
shoot the bugger!" 

"Ah-Ah-Ah. You hit it, but you looked 
at the gun to see where you were. That 
stopped your smooth swing and you almost 
didn't catch up," Alderin showed concern in 
spite of the hit. 

"Please, don't look at the gun. Trust your 
eye. Determine the flight line. Focus on the 
lead edge. There's plenty of time," he 
repeated. "The effect you want is one of 
'there it is and it's mine!' You can practice 
the mount, stance and swing on the ceiling 
line at home. With an unloaded gun 
though, please." 

At the group's insistence Alderin took 
the gun. At the signal "pull, " two birds 
streaked from the tower. He stood as though 
frozen until they seemed almost past him, 
then mounted the gun with an effortless 
overhead swing and completely 
disintegrated both clay targets. 

"Pretty good shooting," one of the group 
acknowledged. 

"Perfection, sir! Simply perfection," 
Alderin quipped through a grin. "Though 
you must admit, even I should be lucky once 
or twice." _ _, 
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Dove shooting is not a prett y sport, but someone has to do it. 

by Joel M. Vance 

I understand that our elite fighting men 
learn to endure the rigors of combat by 
slogging through swamps that froth with 

alligators, seethe with snapping mambas. 
They are pushed off cliffs, struck by 

lightning, hit by speeding locomotives and 
yelled at by large men with limited but 
colorful vocabularies. 

At the end of eighteen weeks of this stuff, 
they limp up to get a Survivor's Diploma and 
their very own chance to go to an exotic 
corner of the globe whose name has been 
changed at least forty times in the last ten 
years and be sniped at by native marksmen. 

Well, I have a better idea for the Army ( I 
have had several, beginning many years ago 
with my piteous plea: "Don't take me!"). 

Let these incipient heroes endure a few 
dove hunts with me. They'll be ready to 
whomp up on badgers with infected wisdom 
teeth. 

I can hear it now: "Awright, youse guys, 
today you go dove hunting with Vance ... " 
The drill sergeant is interrupted by howls 
from the ranks: "No! Sarge! Take us through 
the infiltration course again! Run us twenty
five miles! Make us take seconds on the 
chipped beef on the shingle! Anything!" 

Dove humor tends to concentrate on the 
difficulty of mating doves to shot. It's 
supposed to be funny to talk about shooting 
and shooting and shooting. Probably is if 
your sense of fun includes forcing the Meals 
on Wheels truck off the road. Not for me to 



write that kind of sick humor. So I can't hit 
doves. The fact that I cannot hit flying doves 
does not make me chuckle. The sound you 
hear is that uttered by a killer guard dog 
preparatory to going for the throat. 

Come with me on a typical hunt. Names 
have been changed to protect the stupid, 
but we'll call our mystery hunter Joel M. 
Vance. It is pitch dark as I leave the house to 
drive a hundred miles to a dove field whose 
promise is that it is gray with doves. The 
man who told me this says he is unable to go 
with me and I hear later he is serving a life 
sentence in the penitentiary for felonious 
lying. 

I walk into the boat carrier that some 
dummy left on my car and little stars inside 
my head join the ones outside. I do a clever 
dance in the driveway, bringing daylight and 
the neighbors out an hour early with my 
colorful description of the manure heap who 
left those carriers where I could walk into 
them. 

"You did it," my wife hisses out the 
bedroom window. "Shut up and get out of 
here." 

So, we're off into the dawn, heart 
singing, Willie Nelson on the stereo, ol' 
Speck the dog slobbering down the front of 
my shell vest. 

Without suffering there cannot be 
nobility, a truism I made up just this 
moment to explain why I dove hunt. 
Nobility in my case easily can be confused 
with stupidity unless you look close. 

Hey, now! We're at the dove field. Dawn 
is beginning and already the temperature is a 
tick off that with which fat people shed 
water weight in health centers. The car is 
mired inextricably in a mudhole whose 
bottom is located in downtown Singapore. 
No matter. We'll get it out somehow. I 
march resolutely to my destiny. 

My destiny is to crouch in a swirling cloud 
of mosquitoes which harbors every known 
lethal bacterium, virus and toxic reaction. 
My gun turns the color of the fenders of a 
1938 log truck as I watch humidity at work, 

a regular Mr. Wizzard of the dove fields. 
("See Bobby, this is called oxidation, though 
the nice man prefers to call it rust.") 

The day dawns no hotter than your 
average noon on the Serengeti Plain during 
the one-hundred-year drought. My stand is 
in a patch ofhorseweed, the pollen of which 
eagerly sprints into my sinuses. It is a 
botanical fallout that turns me as yellow as a 
native of Formosa. 

I sneeze and itch. A gnat crawls into my 
eye for a swim and does a commendable 
backstroke across the pupil. A steady bee 
comes from time to time to hover just at the 
periphery of my vision and I mount the gun 
and swing on it a half-dozen times, thinking 
it is a dove. 

I begin to swell here and there, puffing up 
like a road-killed 'possum after three days in 
the sun. 

Toxic reaction, who knows to what? My 
eyes swell shut, my lips are as bulbous as if 
I'd been kissing an operative paint mixer. 
What doesn't itch hurts. My nose looks like 
two open floodgates on a deteriorating dam. 
My throat feels as if I swallowed a bobcat 
tailfirst. Lungs are growling like old dogs 
talking a fight, too tired to do anything 
about it. 

Dove hunting allows a 
man to get back to 
nature and I look down 
between my feet and 
nature is right there 
with me. I shatter 
the world record for 
the sitting long jump, 
screaming, "Oh, my Godopperhead!" The 
alarmed reptile slithers away, muttering. I 
retrieve my gun from the muck hole where I 
threw it and proceed to field strip it 
according to FM 21-0, Weapons Care Far 
The Abysmally Stupid (Revised) . 

So here we are in the Dixie equivalent of 
the Sumatran rain forest waiting for a bird 
whose idea of normal flight was inspired by 
watching Larry, Moe, and Curly try to go 
through doorways. 

Jf-
The hours crawl by 
with the speed of the 
last place finisher 
in the annual Slug 

Olympics. I try to eat 
a sandwich, find that 

numerous yellowjackets enjoy bologna more 
than I do. Knew a man once who chomped 
down on a yellowjacket. Said it was like 
gnawing a branding iron. My stomach 
growls. Either that or the dog who is not 
happy to be here. Not happy at all. 

See a dove. Perched on a telephone wire 
two miles away. Maybe it's not a dove after 
all. Maybe it's a buzzard. Maybe, if I start 
now, I can get home before I die of infected 
tedium. 

Leaving the field with Vance, now. 
Hobbling, sneezing, scratching, cussing .... 
Wait! Who is this approaching? He looks as 
ifhe "fandangoed" off a Brooks Brothers 
catalog cover. He is wearing yellow-lensed 
shooting glasses, razor-creased camos, a 
million-dollar tan and not one discernible 
bead of sweat. He is the one responsible for 
the occasional shot on the other side of the 
field. The side I thought didn't look 
promising. 

He carefully lays out a limit of doves, 
putting one hull beside each, then with a 
deep sigh, he hauls out one more hull. 
"Spoiled a perfect day," he says. 

He is lucky my gun is unloaded. 
What's that you said, well-dressed man 

with a limit of doves? A silage cut three 
counties over and deluged with doves? Wait, 
now, I'll get a pencil and this dirty old fast 
food napkin here and I'll draw a map. 01' 
Speck and I'll just give that place a try 
tomorrow morning. 

What's that? Oh, no, Speck always 
growls like that .... _,,., 

Joel Vance is a staff writer far the Missouri 
Conservationist and a freelance magazine writer. 
His latest books include: Grandma and The Buck 
Deer and Confessions of an Outdoor Maladroit. 
See "Books, "page 3. 
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Solomon Jones carved his historic trail into this cloud-shrouded pass that runs from east to west. 
The Gap's trail provided a welcamed avenue through previously impenetrable mountains. 

Alo 
Thisancientmountain me Gap 
cleft, a natural and 
historical treasure 
preserved by fate and caring people, remains little changed 
from the days of the Cherokees and trailblazer Solomon Jones. 

by Bennie Lee Sinclair 
photography by Ted Borg 

On a foggy morning in Jones Gap a 
towering, broad-shouldered man 
can sometimes be seen striding the 

century-and-a-half old roadbed, one hand 
swinging an axe at the encroaching 
wilderness, the other grasping the tail of a 
lumbering sow. These are the ghosts of 
Solomon Jones, roadbuilder, and his 
trailblazer Susie, the Paul Bunyan and Babe 
of upstate folklore whose real-life 
accomplishments are as grand as any myth. 

Jones Gap, a verdant, mist-filled, two
thousand-acre pass through northern 
Greenville County mountains, is, for the 
adventurous or curious, both a natural and 
historical treasure. Here the Middle Saluda, 
designated South Carolina's first Wild and 
Scenic River, roars from headwaters down a 
boulder-strewn gash flanked by deep forest 
little changed from the days of Cherokee 
Territory. Record-sized trees and rare 
wildflowers grace its route, native trout its 

pure water. Along its banks, a nineteenth
century trace attests to the pioneer ingenuity 
of the man who "made" the road-Solomon 
Jones, 1802-1897-while freshly-made side 
trails celebrate recent efforts to preserve the 
gorge by inclusion in Caesars Head State 
Park and the Mountain Bridge Wilderness 
Area. (See "The Mountain Bridge 
Concept," South Carolina Wildlife, 
September-October 1980.) · 

Within the Gap, precipitous terrain has 
shielded flora and fauna from a complete 
cataloging, while without, legends rise like 
mists to shroud research of its human 
history. Few other such rich and unstudied 
areas remain for those who would enjoy a 
pristine Appalachia. 

Jones Gap is part of the spectacular Blue 
Ridge escarpment, an abrupt point where 
mountains end and piedmont begins, the 
elevation dropping from 3, 280 to 1,600 feet 
above sea level. The east-west orientation of 
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Squaw root, belnw, is but one of the uncommon 
plants growing al.ang the trail. Producing no food 
of its own, this parasitic plant taps the root 
system of other plants for nourishment. I ts 
yellnw, spiky blossom is unmistakable in the 
spring. Unyielding rocks, right, stood between 
Jones and the completion of his road. With no 
dynamite to make the task of roadbuilding 
easier, he resourcefully used wooden rods and 
brute strength to eliminate stone barriers. 
Drenched rods jammed into crevices sheared 
away layers of rock upon swelling. With no 
surveyor's transit to rely on, Jones, nonetheless, 
designed a ''perfect road' ' ideal for hikers who 
enjoy the incredibly gentle incline that leads to 
the vicinity of Caesars Head. 

the Gap allows an exceptionally diverse 
vegetation, as does the variance in 
elevation , a thousand feet from valley crown 
to floor. From the point where it begins at 
River Falls to its end at Highway 276 
between Caesars Head and Cedar 
Mountain, North Carolina, the gorge is also 
enlivened by Coldspring Branch, a major 
tributary of the Middle Saluda, and 
numerous springs, streams, and waterfalls, 
including Rainbow Falls, a magnificent 
cascade down the sheer valley wall. 
Sometimes the falls award visitors a view of 
the elusive namesake rainbow in its mists. 

The steep terrain within the four-mile
long, quarter-mile-wide gorge has 
discouraged human habitation , Indians and 
settlers alike preferring the broad fertile 
valleys below, though no doubt hunting 
parties and others wandered there before 
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Jones' time. An intriguing note in local 
history refers to a distinct tribe, the Saluda, 
who inhabited the Saluda Mountains but 
vanished about the time whites first 
appeared. "Saluda" was interpreted to mean 
"Com River" or, in C herokee phrasing, 
"Land Where the Green Com Grows". The 
name appears early, belying the tongue-in
cheek legend that "River of Com" made 
reference to the many liquor stills whose 
rusted remains dot otherwise inaccessible 
areas. 

When Solomon Jones began his road, 
that section of the mountains was still 
impenetrable for those who would travel 
through it to or from North Carolina, 
whether they be farmers, drovers, or tourists. 
A treacherous route, known as Douthet's 
Road and described in painful detail by 
Bishop Asbury, and another, the forerunner 

of Highway 25, were many miles away when 
even one mile of travel was an undertaking 
to be reckoned with. 

Accounts conflict markedly as to when 
Jones Gap Road was built, though the 
consensus is that it was begun in 1840 and 
completed by 1847, with improvements 
being made by Jones in 1867. While the 
actual details of his accomplishments await 
the attention of a serious scholar, lay versions 
say he designed this road ( which has been 
called "a perfect road" by modem engineers) 
without the aid of surveyor's equipment, 
using a God-given eye for grade. 
Supposedly, he walked the route, blazing it 
five times, devising the grade and curve 
along the river's path. Whether Susie in fact 
led the way will never be known, though 
animals' instinctive trails probably did 
influence his choice of incline. The road was 
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Straddling tlie Blue Ridge 
escarpment, Jones Gap 
overlooks a Piedmont 
resplendent inf a/1 foliage. The 
sudden drop in elevation and tne 
Gap's east-west orientation 
encourage diverse wildlife. 
Whetner it's an impressive array 
off all color, playful skinks or tne 
ubiquitous grey squirrel, 
nature's richness makes Jones 
Gap a gap for all seasons. 
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Halfway through. In years past, farmers and 
herdsmen passed here. Today, hikers and 
tourists traveling to and from the Carolinas follow 
in the footsteps of yesteryear's travelers who 
recognized this as the Gap's midpoint. 
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built along an extremely rocky course 
without the aid of dynamite or blasting 
powder. 

When Solomon and his wife Mary came 
to settle in the valley below the Gap ( the 
house he built in the Oil Camp section in 
1851 still stands) he collected toll for his 
road-15 cents for a one-horse wagon, 25 
cents for a two-horse wagon, 1 cent a head 
for horses and cattle. 

It is said that Solomon's tombstone (he is 
buried at his second home, Mount Hebron, 
in North Carolina) which he had carved 
years before his death, makes reference to 
the stand he took during the Civil War. The 
epitaph reads, "Here Lies Solomon Jones, 
the Road Maker. AT rue Patriot, He 
Labored Fifty Years To Leave the World 
Better Than He Found It." Jones; like others 
of the mountain area, was a Unionist who 

refused to join the Confederate Army. He 
was allegedly jailed, then freed by a judge 
who ordered him to help support neighbor 
wives and families of the Confederacy. He is 
reported to have raised food for one hundred 
women and children through the war. 

The Gap may have been visited by an 
interesting scouting party at the close of the 
war, when, in pursuit ofa fleeing Jefferson 
Davis and the Confederate treasury, Union 
General Stoneman ordered Brigadier 
General Palmer to proceed from Asheville 
to the "headwaters of the Saluda River," fan 
out, and move into South Carolina until 
contact with Davis and the gold was made, 
pursuing them "to the ends of the earth if 
necessary." Jefferson, traveling far to the 
east, escaped, the gold vanishing into 
legend. 

Jones' life and other roads he built 
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Beginning at Highway 276, Jones Gap trail fiirts with the Miad/e Saluda River as it twists and turns 
to its conclusion at the "bottom" as the locals call it near the fish hatchery in the River Falls area. 
The trail runs five miles long from west to east. Originally, it crossed the Middle Saluda northeast of 
Cox Creek but extreme erosion problems required the trail to be rerouted. It now crosses the Middle 
Saluda on the west side of Cox Creek. 

( though this is regarded as his best) have 
been subject of countless articles and books, 
many containing more folklore than fact. 
Denise Mills Kelly, a Caesars Head ranger 
who conducts wildflower walks and 
campouts on Jones Gap Trail, was herself a 
Jones' scholar in college and hopes to write 
about him in the future. An excellent 
collection of materials regarding Jones was 
compiled by young Tim Thomas of 
Greenville. In 1982, while a 12-year-old 
student at Hughes Middle School, Tim 
undertook the project suggested by his 
Challenge teacher Linda Friddle, Jones' 
great-great-great granddaughter. In 
collecting clippings, articles, books, 
documents, and photographs, as well as 
interviewing descendants, he found two 
unsettling incongruities. A much-published 
photograph of Jones' tombstone had been 

retouched, altering the epitaph. The South 
Carolina Archives had its Solomon Jones 
mixed up and sent a copy of another's will by 
mistake. Of these lessons Tim wrote sagely, 
"An historian must be careful to question all 
sources, even learned ones like the State 
Archives." 

Sometime around 1870 Solomon Jones 
moved to North Carolina. The Jones Gap 
Road continued to be operated as a toll road 
by his descendants until 1910, when it fell 
into disuse. Jones' wife Mary is buried near 
their Oil Camp home, their children at 
nearby Gap Creek Church. 

There are still those who remember 
traveling Jones Gap Road before the 
controversial "Caesars Head Highway" 
(276) was built. MelvinJarrard, resident of 
Cleveland, a Middle Saluda community, · 
recalls trips made with his father from 1918 

to 1923, when they hauled produce to 
Brevard in a covered "bow-frame" wagon his 
father built. "It was desolate once we left 
River Falls," he said. "We'd get out and walk 
when the wagon went up 'the winds' . One 
night coming back, a group of men with 
lights stopped us and boarded the wagon, 
nearly scaring us to death. We thought they 
were robbers. Turned out they were federal 
law, looking for a bootlegger who had gone 
down ahead of us in a stripped-down T
Model ford. Finally, one of them recognized 
my father, and said, 'He ain't got no likker. 
He don't even drink.' " 

He also recalled a near mishap when the 
gorge was being logged in 1940 and 1941 . 
"They used huge--1, 600 to 1,800 pound
horses to drag the logs out. I had my small 
son with me, and I was talking to the logger 
and we didn't notice the boy had wandered 
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Wild and scenic, the Middle Saluda cascades doom a boulder-strewn alley. Verdant and lush, the 
greenery flanking the river is broken only by the bright splashes of color from the blossoms of plants 
such as the trumpet vine. 

away. The horses were turned loose to get 
water, and they stampeded down the trail 
right toward my son, missing him by inches 
when he jumped out of the way. There's no 
doubt he would have been crushed to death 
by those huge hooves." 

At least three times in this century the 
old Jones Gap Road has been the subject of 
serious controversy. In the 1930s, when the 
present-day Caesars Head route was built, a 
great number of people, including highway 
engineers, argued that Solomon's lovely road 
should be reworked instead, on the grounds 
that it was both a shorter and superior route. 
In the 1950s and again in the 1970s it was 
proposed as an alternate route. 

Ironically, the road's neglect was the 
Gap's salvation. As the busy highway passed 
it by, the forests grew back unbroken. Those 
who loved the area, led by Greenville 

attorney Thomas Wyche, saw it pass into 
protected status. A major study of the Jones 
Gap ecology dictated that because so fragile 
a system could be easily destroyed, 
development be minimal, with access 
granted only to those who care enough to 
see its wonders on foot-hikers, campers, 
and fishermen. It remains an ancient cleft in 
the mountains miraculously preserved both 
by fate and caring people, its major trail 
visited often not only by travelers but those 
who live near the Gap. 

To walk Jones Gap along Solomon Jones' 
old road today is a treat in any season. Rare 
or endangered plants abound ... white 
fringeless orchid, walking fem, ginseng, 
agrimony, grass of parnassus and many 
others. Though flowering is most obvious in 
spring, subtle wonders---lily-leaved 
twayblade and cranefly orchid-await the 

discerning eye in summer, goldenrods last 
into autumn, and gentian glows on the 
stream banks in November. After the leaf 
show has faded in the fall, the stark beauty 
of the gorge's topography emerges in winter, 
ice shows replacing the plants' colorful 
progression. 

If Solomon Jones does visit Jones Gap in 
spirit, it must be in October when the leaves 
are flooding the gorge with color, and a 
unique pilgrimage takes place in his honor. 
Dozens strong, his descendants gather at the 
base of the trail and hike up Jones Gap Road 
together, a proud and living testament to 
the man and his handiwork. ls that the 
roadbuilder singing as he walks along with 
them, or merely the soughing of the river? ·• 

Bennie Lee Sinclair is a South Carolina writer who 
lives on a wildlife sanctuary near Jones Gap. 
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LIFE 

Project WILD' s outdoor studies 
motivate students to higher 

achievements in language, art, 
history and even music. In the 
process, a true awareness of 

conservation and the needs of 
wildlife develops in young minds. 

by Delores Moulton,Larson 
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Many wildlife managers believe a positive 

future for wildlife depends on regulations 
and enforcement, research and 
management. Others believe the fate of our 
fish and wildlife resources will be 
determined by the effectiveness of 
educational programs that influence public 
attitudes toward wildlife. 

A unique conservation educational 
program now being implemented and 
expected to be in use in many classrooms by 
this fall will help the public understand the 
needs of wildlife. The program is called 
Project WILD. The heart of this 
educational endeavor will be instructional 
activities that teach basic wildlife concepts 
while also teaching basic educational skills. 

SOURCE OF FASCINATION 
The premise for Project WILD's approach 

is simple--wildlife is a source of fascination 
and interest to almost everyone who is given 
an opportunity to experience it. 

In the classroom, wildlife can be an 
especially useful tool for motivating students 
in traditional subjects like language, art, 
history and even music. For this reason, 
Project WILD does not treat wildlife 
narrowly. Instead, it provides activities that 
incorporate wildlife concepts into all major 
subject areas from kindergarten through 
high school in a way that allows students to 
consider wildlife in relation to themselves 
and the total environment. The outcome 
should create a better understanding among 
students and teachers of the nature and 
diversity of wildlife, how humans relate to it 
and the need for wildlife conservation. 

Project WILD fills a real need. At 
present, no comprehensive wildlife 
education program is in use in this country. 
While an abundance of wildlife material 
produced by state, federal and private groups 
exists, little actual curriculum material is 
available for immediate use by teachers. 

Most teachers cannot take the time to 

research existing wildlife materials and 
develop lesson plans that include 
information about wildlife. Too many other 
demands are made on their time and energy. 
Likewise, "wildlife" can seldom be taught as 
a separate subject because curricula are 
already too crowded. Project WILD 
attempts to integrate wildlife concepts into 
existing curricula. 

Project WILD is much more 
comprehensive than just interpretation of 
issues and use of agency literature. Activities 
are based on a framework of concepts that 
begin with simple awareness of the wildlife 
around us progressing through wildlife 
values, ecological relationships, 
management programs, cultural 
interactions, and finally, examination of 
wildlife and responsible human action. 
Although the project is being developed in 
the western states, the wildlife concepts it 
will teach apply nationwide, if not 
worldwide. Project WILD will be as 
valuable in Alaska as in Florida. 

Enrichment of traditional curricula is 
Project WILD's strategy. It will help teach 
basic subjects innovatively, while increasing 
student awareness, appreciation and the 
understanding of wildlife and the 
environment. 

Another asset of the project involves 
teaching and learning skills. Historically, 
teachers have avoided most agency
produced, content-based literature in favor 
of material that involves investigation, 
questioning, data gathering and critical 
thinking. Project WILD will provide 
unlimited opportunities to use these learning 
skills and to make other wildlife materials 
more pertinent to classroom teachers. 

EXPLORE FOR IBEMSELVES 
Project WILD materials were written 

cooperatively with classroom teachers and 
other educators, resource agency personnel, 
members of private conservation groups and 



other community representatives. The 
program contains teaching activites suitable 
for classroom use. Activities allow students 
to explore and learn for themselves. As 
written, the activities will not bias students 
one way or the other on issues like predator 
control, hunting, or land development. 
They will provide a means for teachers and 
students to investigate objectively these 
issues, interpret their findings and reach 
their own conclusions. · 

This exemplary wildlife education project 
is a cooperative effort of the Western 
Association offish and Wildlife Agencies 
and the Western Regional Environmental 
Education Council, a consortium of 
educators and state resource agency people 
from the thirteen western states. The 
Western Association is made up of state fish 
and game agencies in the same thirteen 
states. The Canadian Wildlife Federation 
and six other states are already participating 
in the project. Six more states are in the 
process of entering into agreements with the 
principal sponsors. 

Project WILD has been in development 
for over three years. The first year was 
devoted to drafting the curriculum 
framework and the activities designed to 
teach framework concepts. Field testing 
followed to make sure the activities worked 
for teachers and students in the targeted 
grades and subject areas. A major evaluation 
effort documented students learning. This 
evaluation process has made Project WILD 
one of the best wildlife educational programs 

Inquiry and innovation are hallmarks of Project 
WILD's approach to teaching ouu/oar 
concepts. Whet.her it's in the classroom or 
outdoors, the development of wildlife literacy is 
a firm steppingstone to preserving the future of 
wildlife. 

PROJECT WILD 
AND SOUTH CAROLINA 

The South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department will be coordinating 
the introduction of Project WILD materials 

., ~ to schools and other youth organizations 
d through teacher workshops beginning with 
ffi the 1984-85 school year. Interested 

ever produced. 
Now that evaluation is complete, 

implementation follows. Workshops will 
introduce teachers to the project and its 
relationship to the rest of the curricula. 
These workshops will show teachers how 
wildlife can be infused into existing 
classroom subjects to enrich current 
educational efforts. Teachers and other 
educators can expect to be notified about 
these workshops through the various state 
Departments of Fish and Game. 

Having an informed general public 
supportive of conservation programs seems a 
little like a dream, but the sponsors feel 
Project WILD will provide a level of wildlife 
literacy never before possible. Without such 
widespread understanding, the future of our 
wildlife resources may be dim. Unless the 
public accepts and defends the values of 
these resources, human developments will 
displace them. 

Like any long-term educational process, 
Project WILD is an investment. Education 
requires a patient, consistent approach over 
many years to be successful. 

Project WILD will not quickly ease or 
eliminate problems facing the wildlife 
resource. What we can hope for through this 
educational program is the gradual 
sensitization of citizens to the needs and 
values of wi ldlife. The recognized values of 
wildlife will determine its future. 

By increasing people's awareness and 
understanding of wildlife, Project WILD 
can make a difference. 

~ individuals will be trained and certified as 
workshop leaders at workshops. These, in 
tum, will be responsible for training other 
individuals at local Project WILD 
workshops lasting six to eight hours. 

Persons interested in motivating our 
young people to conserve and manage our 
wildlife and natural resources are invited to 
attend a Project WILD workshop. No 
previous knowledge in wildlife or the 
outdoors is required to attend the workshop. 
All that is required is a sincere interest in the 
goals of Project WILD and completion of a 
Project WILD workshop in order to receive 
the material. 

To obtain a Project WILD Activity 
Guide, instructors must attend a Project 
WILD teacher workshop conducted by a 
Project WILD facilitator who has been 
certified by the South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department. Workshops 
are open to classroom teachers, natural 
resource educators and Scout, 4-H and 
other youth leaders. After attending the 
workshop, the instructor will receive either 
the Elementary or Secondary Guide while 
middle school instructors will receive both. 
Guides are free of charge to those attending 
the workshop. 

For further information about Project 
WILD and the location of Project WILD 
workshops, write Project WILD, P.O. Box 
167, Columbia, S.C., 29202, telephone 
(803) 758-000L-, 

Delores Moulton-Larson is an information 
officer with the Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game. 
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QUALITY BUCKS 
EXPLODING THE MYTHS 

T he superior antler development 
and body size of bucks awes 
visitors to the deer research 

facility at the Rembert C. Dennis Wildlife 
Center in Bonneau. Occasionally, a 
seasoned hunter would come and gaze at one 
of the large antlered bucks and guess his age 
to be 6 or 8. In fact, the animals were just 
31/z years old. Perhaps the buck's gray face 
gave him the appearance of an old timer. 
Possibly it was the large frame body or that 
unbelievable set of antlers. 

Such antler development is not a result of 
some complicated effort in genetic 
engineering. There is nothing magical 
involved. These bucks were obtained as 
fawns from the wilds of South Carolina, and 
several came from areas characterized by 
small-antlered bucks. They are maintained 
on a well-balanced, high protein diet and, 
due to the long-term aspect of our studies, 
the animals are allowed to mature. 

Two factors of paramount importance in 
antler development are nutrition and age. 
During the early stage of a buck's life, 
nutritional intake primarily sustains the 
demands of rapid body growth. Only the 
left-over nutrients are directed to antler 
production. As a buck matures, the portion 
of extra nutrients becomes greater. Peak 
antler development usually occurs between 
the ages of 5 ½ to 7 ½, followed by a 
downward trend in symmetry and size. 
Because intense hunting pressure results in 
most bucks being harvested as yearlings ( 1 1/z 
years old), few bucks ever reach the older age 
classes or exhibit exceptional antler 
development. Therefore, many hunters 
rarely have the opportunity to observe a 
well-nourished, mature buck. 
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After only three and a-half 
years, the deer pens at Dennis 

Wildlife Center in Bonneau 
are filled with trophy bucks . 
Research confirms there are 

no glamour-laced secret 
formulas for producing top 

quality whitetails. 

by Joe Hamilton 

Storytelling sessions in the country store 
or barber shop have spawned their share of 
myths about whitetail antler development. 
One theory holds that bucks having spikes as 
their first antlers will always have spikes. 
Another prominent misconception is that a 
buck's age can be determined by the number 
of antler points. Others find it difficult to 

believe that bucks typically shed their antlers 
each year. 

Understanding genetics' role in antler 
development can dispel several myths. 
During the 1970s, Texas Parks and Wildlife 
Department biologists demonstrated with 
penned deer that the antler growth potential 
of spike-antlered yearlings is inferior to that 
of branched-antlered yearlings. Their 
studies indicated that bucks that were spikes 
as yearlings sired a high percentage of 
offspring that were also spikes as yearlings. 
Furthermore, genetically superior bucks 
having branched antlers as yearlings tended 
to produce offspring with comparable antler 
characteristics. 

It is common knowledge among wildlife 
biologists that the occurrence of spike
antlered yearling bucks in a population can 
also be directly related to nutrition or the 
degree of competition for quality food, 
regardless of genetic background. Generally, 
as population density increases so does the 
percentage of spike-antlered yearlings. 
Conversely, optimum habitat and herd 

Immediately foll.owing velvet shedding, usually 
early September, all bucks are tranquilized. 
They are then weighed and their antlers are 
measured and removed, right, to help prevent 
injury to research personnel and other deer. 
Immobilization is done at night to minimize heat 
stress during the long recovery period. A native 
of the Pee Dee Swamp in Florence County, the 
No. 7 buck, above, was definitely a trophy-class 
animal at age 3 ½. Antler spread was only 16¾ 
inches, but antler main beams were 21 ½ inches 
each. Unfortunately, this buck succumbed to 

hemorrhagic disease, a viral infection common 
among Southeastern whitetail herds. 

--- -------





Velvet shedding dates range from the last week in August to mid-September. Older bucks usually are the first to indulge in this activity. The time 
required far complete removal of velvet varies from a few minutes to a couple of days. Each morsel of the shredded velvet is eaten by the buck and all 
traces of blood are Ucked from the small trees ar bushes. 

conditions can produce yearling bucks with 
eight, ten, or even 12 points. We have 
demonstrated at Bonneau that antler size 
and number of points will normally increase 
with age if nutritional intake remains 
constant; diseases, severe parasite 
infestations and poor diet, however, can 
reverse this trend. 

Mother Nature controls the annual cycle 
of antler growth through seasonal changes in 
daylength (photoperiod). Antlers begin 
growing in late winter and progress rapidly 
until late summer. During this period, the 
antlers are sheathed in a hair-covered, 
leathery membrane that transports materials 
essential for growth. This is the "velvet" 
stage of development. The antlers are soft 
and warm to the touch and are blunt
tipped. Damage to the antlers while in 
velvet often results in broken points, 
deformities, or the production of abnormal 
points. 

As daylength shortens, in late August 
through early September, antlers begin to 
harden. Bucks rub them vigorously on 
bushes or small trees to remove the velvet. 
Hormonal changes brought about by the 
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photoperiod ready a buck for the "rut" or 
breeding season. Subsequently, the gradual 
increase in day length in January and 
February suppresses hormone levels, 
breeding activiry diminishes, and the antlers 
are dropped or "cast." The cycle has been 
completed only to commence again within a 
matter of weeks. 

Nutrition comes into play here, too. 
Bucks on good range will retain their antlers 
up to two months longer than those on a low 
plane of nutrition. Therefore, a rather broad 
range of antler casting dates can occur in a 
region with varied habitat quality and deer 
densities. This brief interval between cycles 
combined with a range of antler casting 
dates probably accounts for the fact that 
"antlered" bucks can be seen during any 
month. 

Two Texas wildlife biologists, Al Brothers 
and Murphy E. Ray Jr. authored a book in 
1975, Producing Quality Whitetails. Their 
pioneer work during the late 1960s involved 
the practical application of basic deer herd 
management techniques to produce 
genetically superior bucks with well
developed antlers. 

The book's acclaim spread quickly 
throughout Texas and into the Southeast. 
Popular sporting magazines followed suit 
with a rash of articles on the topic. 
Unfortunately, perhaps, for those who glean 
much of their biological savvy from popular 
magazine articles, the techniques employed 
in producing trophy class bucks often are 
oversimplified and laced with glamour. As a 
result, a wave of excitement about "instant" 
trophy bucks hit the deer hunting fraternity. 

After witnessing the impressive antler 
development of native, run-of-the-mill 
bucks in our research facility, a number of 
Lowcountry hunters asked, "Do you think 
it's possible to have bucks like that on our 
hunt club property?" The adage, "seeing is 
believing" provides the answer. 

Interest in managing for better quality 
bucks could not have been more timely. The 
South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department was to host the fifth 
annual meeting of the Southeast Deer Study 
Group in Charleston in 1982. Al Brothers 
was asked to present the keynote address and 
discuss quality deer management. He 
accepted on the condition that local deer l-'f' 



hunters were encouraged to attend the 
meeting. Attendance usually consists of 100 
to 150 wildlife professionals, but the number 
of participants in the Charleston meeting 
exceeded 300. 

Brothers' address was provocative and 
stimulating. His opening comments were 
directed to wildlife professionals. "Fellows, 
we are spending too much time talking 
about management practices among 
ourselves." Wildlife professionals were 
encouraged to promote proper game 
management through demonstration, 
information and education programs and 
technical assistance. To the group of 
landowners, managers and sportsmen, 
Brothers made a plea for active involvement 
in game management rather than fulfilling 
the role of mere consumers. 

Several quotes from his keynote address 
follow as an introduction to the future of 
quality deer management in South 
Carolina. 

"With respect to deer herds in the 
Southeastern states, I would like to make a 
few personal observations----not based on 
facts, but based on feelings, talking with 
other people and a little bit of experience. 

"Most Southeastern states are 
experiencing deer population increases in 
areas that formerly had low populations. 
These areas usually have healthy deer on 
good nutritional levels; they have good 
reproductive rates, good buck/doe ratios and 
some of the best bucks in the state are 
usually taken from these areas each year. 

"Conversely, the traditionally good deer 
areas are exhibiting or beginning to exhibit 
symptoms of deer herd and habitat 

deterioration. Some of these symptoms are 
lowered reproductive rates, widening buck/ 
doe ratios, poor nutritional levels, and in far 
too many instances a buck harvest composed 
of mostly yearling age-class bucks. 

"Currently, there is a tremendous 
increase in persons interested in 'trophy' 
buck management. First, let me give you my 
definition of a trophy buck-I had much 
rather refer to them as quality bucks. A 
quality buck is one that is mature, has not 
been nutritionally deprived, and has 
representative antlers for his age class. 
Additionally, I look upon quality bucks as a 
by-product of the successful manipulation of 
foGd, water, cover, protection and harvest. 
Unfortunately, too many individuals are 
under the erroneous assumption that to have 
quality deer one only needs to regulate the 
harvest. 

"Through the years I have found that 
most individuals will not initiate any 
management effort until deer herd 
conditions have deteriorated to alarming 
levels. Then these same individuals expect 
to be able to reverse in one or two years what 
took many years to destroy. It is far easier to 
maintain a good herd than to take a poor 
herd and bring it back to a good level." 

Texas-style trophy management 
maintains deer population levels below the 
carrying capacity of the habitat. 
Maintaining the buck/doe ratio at 1-to-1 or 
1-to-2 requires a considerable effort but it is 
imperative. When harvesting antlerless 
deer, hunters are cautioned to take only 
adult does to avoid including button bucks 
(six months old) in the harvest. The quality 
and distribution of bucks among age classes 

are important aspects of herd composition. 
Under a trophy management regime, the 
three categories of bucks harvested are 
spikes, trophies, and culls. Intermediate 
bucks, animals with small, branched 
antlers, are allowed to move into the older 
age classes and mature. Recognizing an 
inferior mature buck requires an eye for 
detail and a genuine knowledge of deer, 
therefore, "culling" should be left to the 
scrutiny of the most experienced hunter. 

Deer hunting conditions in South 
Carolina are vastly different than those 
encountered in the Texas brush country, 
where trophy or "quality" management is so 
widely practiced. Two major differences are 
land ownership and traditional hunting 
methods. Trophy deer management in Texas 
is an integral part of the large ranch system 
where high-fencing is equally important to 
domestic livestock operations. 

The use of dogs in hunting deer is not 
allowed in the Texas brush country. In the 
South Carolina Lowcountry, hunting 
traditions are deeply ingrained. Dog hunting 
for deer has been a "way of life" for most 
private hunt clubs, although interest in still 
hunting is growing. Hunters are accustomed 
to a four to four-and-one-half month deer 
season with no limit on bucks on most 
private lands. This is the most liberal season 
length and bag limit of any state. 

Before discussing the application of 
trophy management practices in South 
Carolina, it is worthwhile to mention some 
of the existing conditions that pose a ' 
dilemma for wildlife biologists and 
managers. Intensive management for quality 
deer is currently not practical for the 

A product of Georgetoom County, the No. 2 buck ( see also color photo, 
page 31) is living proof that a 1 ½ year old can have eight points. Although 
his point count remained at eight for four years the spread increased each 
year. At 4 ½ the antlers spanned 197/a inches. His son exhibited 
comparable antlers during his first two years. 

A prime example of individual variation, the No. 4 buck from Richland 
County had the smallest rack ( 161/a-inch outside spread) but weighed a 
whopping 239 pounds at age 4½. The other four bucks his age ranged in 
weight from 210 to 215 pounds. Both the father and son had five-point 
racks at age 1 ½ and their weights were 148 and 132, respectively. 



majority of hunt clubs in South Carolina. 
Also, such a management plan is not well
suited for public hunting. Therefore, this 
discussion will not apply to public lands in 
the Game Management Area program. 

Supply and demand have become a 
problem for deer hunters on public and 
private lands alike. Each year, hunting 
activity on public lands has increased. In 
the private sector, there has been a trend 
toward the formation of new clubs and an 
increase in the average membership, 
changes due in part to rising costs of land 
leases. In many cases, the carrying capacity 
for hunters is being exceeded. Large 
expanses of land have a network of roads to 
facilitate forestry operations, but this form of 
progress has increased the efficiency of 
hunters using four-wheel drive vehicles, CB 
radios and dogs in pursuit of deer. The 
cumulative effects of all these modern-day 
changes have put emphasis on "quantity" 
harvests rather than "quality" harvests. 

A doe quota program for private lands has 
been in effect for seventeen years and 
generally, the number of tags issued has 
increased annually. During the 1984 
hunting season, a total of 14,155 tags was 
issued to 1, 284 doe quota cooperators in 
twenty-seven counties. However, a number 
of hunt clubs adhere to the buck-only 
harvest system. Harvest records of the 
typical buck-only club reflect a classic herd 
composition-a high deer density and an 
imbalanced sex ratio resulting from the 
protection of does, and a young age structure 
in the buck segment of the population 
caused by years of extreme hunting pressure. 

Our department's game biologists are 
becoming more involved each year with 
clubs that are opting for quality deer 
management. We have learned through 
working with a select few hunt clubs during 
the past five years that a transition from 
traditional hunting methods to intensive 
management for trophy bucks is too great a 
step to Jake. The initial objective of an 
improved management plan should be to 
enhance the quality of the animals 
harvested. Thus, the term quality 

Intense hunting pressure 
results in most bucks being 
harvested as yearlings; few 
reach the older age classes. 

management appeared appropriate for the 
situation. Basic guidelines for Texas-style 
trophy management are followed in quality 
management, with the only difference being 
the harvest of2 ½ - and 3 ½ -year-old bucks 
with well-developed antlers instead of 5 ½ or 
older trophy class bucks. 

When considering a change to quality 
management, hunt club members must first 
define their criteria for the quality of animals 
to be harvestedM-hch in turn will determine 
the intensity of management efforts. Other 
factors to be considered are acreage of the 
hunt club property, existing agricultural and 
forestry practices, deer herd sex ratio and age 
structure, habitat quality, habitat 
management to be employed such as food 
plots and control burning, management 
practices on adjoining property, degree of 
isolation and access, possible poaching 
problems, number of club members, 
frequency and type of hunting and, if the 
property is leased, the terms of the lease 
agreement. 

What are the general harvest 
recommendations during the first couple of 
years for a club with the classic herd 
composition problems of overpopulation, an 
imbalanced sex ratio and a young age 
structure in the buck segment of the 
population? A heavy harvest of adult does 
only will be the most expedient way to lower 
population density and balance the sex ratio. 
This approach requires a great deal of 
committment and is not readily accepted by 
most hunt clubs. A combined harvest of 
adult does and a quota of quality bucks with 
eight or more antler points is the next best 
method, followed by a combined harvest of 
adult does and a quota on spikes and quality 

bucks. The least intense management plan 
would be the harvest of adult does, spikes 
and quality bucks with a quota on does only. 

Bucks with small, branched antlers are 
excluded from the harvest at all levels of 
quality management. The recommendation 
for not harvesting spike bucks initially is 
designed to maximize the number of bucks 
passing into the older age classes at the 
expense of perpetuating undesirable genes in 
the population. Only after population 
density is being maintained below the 
carrying capacity can genetically inferior 
yearlings be identified. 

Maintaining complete harvest records is 
as essential to deer management as it is to a 
successful business. By closely monitoring 
the annual trends in his data, the manager 
has a foundation on which to plan his 
harvest for the following season. Accurate 
records will also serve as a measure of 
management efforts over a period of time. 

Harvest records should include weights 
and ages of all deer. Since most hunters are 
unable to age deer accurately, a jawbone 
should be collected from each deer and 
appropriately labeled. Aging is usually done 
by an experienced biologist or manager. 
Lactation and/or pregnancy should be noted 
in the does. Recording antler measurements 
is an absolute necessity. Antler 
measurements should consist of number of 
points, greatest spread measured inside the 
beams, length of each beam and antler 
diameter one inch above the burr. 
Additional information may include date 
and time of kill, location of kill, condition of 
the animal, type weapon used, number of 
shots and the hunter's name and address. 
Crippling loss should also be recorded. It is 
helpful to plot the kills on a map throughout 
the season so the harvest can be evenly 
distributed over the property. 

Again, the intensity of management will 
determine how soon a deer population is 
brought to within the limits of the habitat's 
carrying capacity, when the sex ratio is one 
buck to three does or better, and when there 
is an ample supply of bucks in the 2 ½- and 
3 ½-old age classes. Once these criteria have 

Antlers from the No. 1 buck ( below on left-see also color photo, page 32), and his twin sons at ages 1 ½ and 2 ½ show similar size and shape. The 
father, from Berkeley County, had a prolonged iUness during the summer when he was 3 ½ which resulted in stunted antler development. Recovery was 
evident by the next year when he sported a nine-point rack with a 17 ½-inch spread. 



The No. 5 buck from Hampton County has exhibited exceptional antlers 
each year. At age 4 ½ his massive nine-point rack had an outside spread of 
19 ½ inches. As a yearling the father weighed 139 pounds and had a 
12 ¼-inch, seven-point rack. His yearling son weighed only 108 pounds 
and had spike antlers. The genes in this instance perhaps came from the 
mother, a factor that must be considered in studying the effects of heredity 
on antler development, body size and behavior. 

The No. 6 buck from Colleton County obviously had great potential for 
antler development but got off to a slow start. He progressed from a three
point rack at age 1 ½ to an impressive fourteen-point rack with a 20-inch 
spread at age 4 ½. 

been accomplished, the annual harvest will 
be below that of strictly recreational 
hunting, but the population and the harvest 
will definitely be of better quality. 

There are, of course, some words of 
caution for hunt clubs or managers to 
consider with regard to quality 
management. Hunt clubs with short-term 
lease agreements could manage themselves 
out of a place to hunt. The reputation of a 
well-managed deer herd could entice a more 
affluent club to compete for the hunting 
rights at a higher price. 

There is an increased probability of 
poaching on lands managed for numerous, 
better-than-average bucks. 

Quality management is not recommended 
on less than 1,000 acres. However, the 
effectiveness of such a program can be 
enhanced when a number of adjacent clubs 
are practicing the same management 
guidelines. 

Following quality management guidelines 
is not easy and can cause discord within a 
club when a member's guest harvests the 
wrong deer. Guests usually are inept at aging 
and sexing deer under adverse conditions. It 
is unrealistic to expect a guest to comply 
with such restrictive harvest techniques. 

Quality management is not well-suited for 
dog hunting clubs because of the increased 
chances of mistaking small-racked bucks as 
spikes or button bucks as does. 

Terrain, vegetation density, and hunter 
activity can affect the ability to harvest an 
adequate number of deer, and more 
specifically, to harvest the older, more 
elusive animals. 

Since deer-proof fences are not used in 
South Carolina and few areas are 
surrounded by geographic barriers, those 
involved in quality management can expect 
to lose a portion of their deer population to 
hunters on adjacent lands. The significance 
of this occurrence is minimized as acreage 
increases. 

Under the very best of conditions, quality 
management requires complete compliance 
of all participants. They must exhibit 
patience with a program that will not begin 
to produce the desired results for two, three, 
or even four years. 

Several years ago Al Brothers' words 
served as a warning. "Isn't it time we 
attempted to practice total deer herd 
management with respect to harvest by 
giving the antlered segment of the herd the 
same consideration we have given the 
antlerless segment? If changes in 
management practices are needed or 
contemplated for any program that goes 
against tradition, and if public support and 
action must be gained in 'selling' the 
program to the public, then the usual lag 
time between initiating change, educating 
the public, and obtaining results on a broad 

scale is usually ten or more years. With 
regard to some deer herds and deer ranges, 
ten years could prove to be disastrous." 

Fortunately, in South Carolina, those 
with a vested interest in wildlife 
management have successfully kept pace 
with the demands of an increasing human 
population. The degree to which this 
challenge is met in the future will determine 
the quality of our wildlife heritage. 

My intentions certainly have not been to 
criticize methods of hunting deer in ti1e 
Southeast, but to present an alternative 
management approach allowing today's 
hunters to harvest the kind of bucks taken by 
their grandfathers in the "good old days." 

In the most liberal sense of the definition, 
quality deer management is the application 
of selectivity in harvesting deer with a goal 
of maintaining a healthy deer population 
capable of producing better-than-average 
animals on a sustained basis. Involvement in 
such a program is the ultimate expression of 
one's respect for his quarry. Stewardship of 
the land and its resources is viewed by the 
enlightened sportsman as an obligation 
rather than a luxury. _,,,,., 

A deer research biologist at the Dennis WikJ.life 
Center, Joe Hamilton's five years of penned deer 
studies include environmental contamination, 
behavior, genetics, fetal development, gestation, 
ovarian analysis and nutrition as well as antler 
development. 
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S unrise, in a very basic sense, is truly the opposite of 

sundown. Most of us try to avoid the dawn, sleeping through 

until the alarm jangles us forth to face a typical nine-to-five 

routine. We greet sundown with regularity, welcoming the failing 

light as a brief respite between the busy day and our preparations for 

the night. 

As Rutledge indicates, we too often take the dawn for 

granted. And the same is true of dusk. Yet, of all the hours that fill a 

day these minutes between light and darkness are surely the most 

memorable, offering intimate association with nature. 

For every journey, there is a beginning and end. Each day, 

the Earth's rotation takes us from light to dark. The periods of 

transition between these occurrences are the most beautiful 

moments in this journey. Chromatic light changes and radical 

differences in wildlife behavior occur. Nature awaits spectacular 

moments---------dawn and dusk. 

The vibrant colors experienced at dawn and dusk result from 

light traveling over the Earth's curvature. Straight wavelengths that 

are bent produce various shades of orange, red, magenta and yellow. 

These "warm-termed" colors are found in the long wavelength 

section of the light spectrum visible to our eyes. 

Diurnal or day-active animals exhibit bursts of activity at 

dawn, while nocturnal animals reawaken with the approach of dusk. 

Changing light and temperature provide a steady, predictable means 

of regulating an animal's biological clock as an "alarm" to activate 

Overleaf: Reflections of life. Earth's star climbs skyward showering the 
planet with the energy that will sustain life for another day. Caper's tree
strewn shoreline has weathered an infinite succession of dawn and dusk. 
Seemingly ever-constant, the sun, too, will pass away as has this maritime 
forest. Nothing escapes the sun cycle's pervasive influence. The sun's 
gravitational tug and solar-powered winds create a rhythmic, rippling surf 
that sculpts its graven image into sand. 
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Nature's dish antenna, the spiral web, receives insects and transmits their 
vibrations along a network of silk. The spider's quest for life begins early as 
dawn's dewdrops reveal. 

behavior. The clock alerts animals to hunt and feed or seek shelter 

and rest. 

Loneliness is overpowering in darkened woods ... broken only 

by the occasional rustling of leaves. Among blackened walls of brush 

and trees, minutes pass like hours. The cry of a screech owl 

heightens our emotions, stirs some primal sense of wildness to chill 

momentarily the soul as the temperature drops before dawn. 

First light envelopes the sky. Faint, steel-blue rays filter 

through the woodland, drawing detail from objects previously 

unseen . The prison of darkness draws back before the light. 

Damp night air becomes a forest mist. Silence surrenders to a 

growing chorus of chirps, whistles and calls from awakening birds. 

Woods, empty and mysterious moments before, vibrate with golden 

colors and awakening wildlife in a world as fresh and new as time's 

first dawning. 

Dawn's golden rays reveal the mystical changes of an 

awakening Earth. Fog rising off water ascends to a golden sunrise. 

Refracting the dawn sun, blue, green, red and yellow dewdrops 

cling to grasses, plants and spider webs. 

A small dome of magenta light hovers over the horizon 

signaling the advance of day. Soon, a vast chromated curtain engulfs 

the eastern sky. With the impending rise of the sun's globe, an 

incandescent glow illuminates the horizon where our star will 

,appear. A sunrise over water is perfectly mirrored. Ascending, the 

sun's rays assume a warm color due to their low angle to the Earth's 
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Growing and glowing with sunpower, translucent plants gleam crystalline 
when lightrays strike from behind. Like man, creatures such as the marsh 
rabbit regulate their feeding and rest periods with the advent and departure 
of light. 
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Life is inexorably tied to sunlight. The sun's dependable coming and going 
provides a vital rhythm that orders the life of all creatures, great and small. 
Refractions and reflections ... Setting over some far, unseen horizon, the 
sun's bending rays paint evening clouds amber, mauve, teal and dusky 
rose. Without clouds there can be no spectacular sunsets. 

atmosphere. The Earth is showered with soft golden rays oflight. 

Illuminating the increasing activities of man and nature, the 

rising sun bums brighter losing its golden color and size. The "white" 

sun of full day takes shape. Day's beginning is ending. Dawn will 

return, but today the performance is over. Diurnal creatures inherit 

the day until the coming of dusk. 

F ading rays herald the approach of sundown to complete the 

full cycle of day. The transition of light to dark again 

brings changes to the Earth-falling temperatures, increases 

in humidity, a scurrying of some animals toward shelter while others 

rise to prowl the night. 

· Deer cautiously emerge from woods to feed on tender plants 

and grasses. ,Birds of prey with huge haunting eyes adapted to low 

light search for small night creatures. The nocturnal battle of hunter 

and hunted intensifies. 

Herons, egrets and ibis return to roosting sights at dusk, 

filling every available space on limbs and branches. Like Christmas 

ornaments, their bodies reflect gold and orange twilight colors. 

Passing through an evening sky, clouds assume mystical 

qualities, reflecting different hues of light from various altitudes. 

The changing of colors, sometimes slow in calm weather, may be 

furiously paced under stormy conditions. Thunderheads towering 

over a darkening Earth reflect the day's dying rays and impart a sense 

of nature's awesome power. The cycle will soon be complete as the 

silence of dusk gives way to sounds of the night. _,,.,, 
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EARLY OPTION-
THE WATERFOWLER'S CHOICE 

Though October's three-day 
season provides a chance at 
more home-grown ducks, 
Palmetto State hunters' 
reactions range from 
excitement to ho hums . 

by Bob Campbell 

' ' H oo-weet, hoo-weet, 
hoo-weet." This 
plaintive, high-pitched 
whistle has long 

echoed through South Carolina's river 
bottoms and swamp marshes. Birders and 
waterfowlers instantly recognize it as the 
squeal of our most colorful, most plentiful, 
most often bagged and only native 
waterfowl-the wood duck. 

Veteran waterfowlers will tell you the 
wood duck isn't too hard to kill if you pound 
away illegally at birds coming in to a roost. 
They'll also tell you that the opposite is true 
when legally decoying or jumpshooting 
ducks. In the air, the bird is a fast, high 
flyer. On the water, it is a multicolored 
rocket wired for instantaneous ignition and a 
twisting, full-throttle bum upward and away 
through the trees. 

Ideal nesting habitat and a proven nesting 
box program have kept these birds plentiful 
in South Carolina and kept Palmetto State 
waterfowlers asking for higher limits than 
the two-per-day legal bag. For the past three 
years they've had a chance to do just that 
through an early October season allowing 
five ducks per day, including wood ducks. 
This year may offer the same, but hunters' 
thoughts on the season are mixed. 

"Last year wasn't too good," said one 
upper Piedmont duck hunter who preferred 
to keep his name and favorite creeks to 
himself. "We didn't have much of an acorn 
crop. The first year was three days of the 
most exciting waterfowling I've ever had. 
We had the mast crop and we had the birds 
on every creek around here. I stalked them 
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on foot and jumpshot them from a johnboat 
on the larger rivers. It was one heck of a way 
to start the duck season and one hell of a 
hunting challenge." 

Other sportsmen, especially those 
preferring decoy shooting, aren't nearly so 
enthusiastic about the early season option. 
They point to the mosquitoes, snakes and 
alligators still active in early October and 
note that wood ducks don't congregate or 
decoy like other waterfowl do. 

Jerry Robertson of Sumter speaks for many 
who hunt the swamps of upper Lake 
Marion, the midlands and coast. Having 
primarily wood ducks available to 
hunt in the early season is not an advantage 
to Robertson's thinking. "The birds don't 
move much until sunset or after legal 
shooting hours. Morning shooting is just not 
that good," he said. "But it is a bonus of our 
home-reared ducks and we do appreciate it." 

According to Tommy Strange, 
the wildlife department's chief waterfowl 
biologist, hunters feel the early 
option "takes away from their later 
days." And they are correct if they are 
talking about the number of days of hunting. 
If they are talking about more ducks in the 
bag, that's something else. 

Providing three days in October means 
three days less during the remainder of the 
allotted days, Strange acknowledged. The 
early option offers as many as nine days of 
early hunting when wood ducks are the 
main bird available. But wildlife officials 
have selected only three days for the early 
option. This provides some early 
opportunity while not taking away too much 
from the later seasons. 

After the first three-day October season 
held in South Carolina during 1981-82, the 
wildlife department conducted a random 
sample survey of duck hunters throughout 
the state to determine the hunters' opinions 
regarding the early duck season. Of the 
waterfowl hunters who returned their 
questionnaires, 68. 4 2 percent preferred to 
"continue" the early October season; 19. 77 
percent wanted the early season 
"discontinued;" and 11.81 percent 

expressed "no opinion." A second survey to 
determine hunters' preference or opposition 
for a continued early season was being 
conducted as this issue went to press. 
Preliminary returns indicate a slim majority 
of waterfowlers prefer to continue the three
day option at least through this season. 

The early option must be scheduled 
before October 15 by federal dictate. Mid
October is a time in South Carolina when 
northern migratory wood ducks begin 
arriving in the state. It's also when South 
Carolina wood ducks begin to leave for 
points south and west. 

Biologically, Strange said, "we want to 
harvest locally-raised wood ducks. When 
you have the season after October 15, you're 
harvesting migratory wood ducks." Blood 
parasite studies verify that northern wood 
ducks don't move southward from Virginia 
until after October 15, according to the 
biologist. "Setting the season earlier allows 
us to harvest our own birds." 

"Wood ducks rank number one in the 
South Carolina bag year after year even with 
the two-bird daily limit," said Brock 
Conrad, chief of game management for the 
South Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department. More than 100,000 
wood ducks are bagged by state gunners each 
season. This one species contributes 30 to 
50 percent of the total annual harvest of 
waterfowl in South Carolina based on ten
year statistics. 

State wildlife officials do not believe the 
federal government which has jurisdiction 
over migratory waterfowl will ever grant a 
more liberal wood duck bag limit. The bulk 
of the wood ducks harvested by South 
Carolina hunters are northern migrants. An 
estimated 235,000 wood ducks overwinter 
in South Carolina from northern nesting 
grounds. South Carolina produces about 
40,000 birds annually. 

The waterfowl season begins in Maine on 
October 1 and even earlier in Canada. 
"These birds are under the gun, so to speak, 
from October until January 20 when the 
season closes in South Carolina," Strange 
noted. Northern birds run the gauntlet 
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through the entire waterfowl season. South 
Carolina birds on the other hand are gunned 
for fewer days. Northern woodies "receive a 
lot more hunting pressure than the wood 
ducks raised in the south," Strange said. 

Consequently, and with good 
justification, Atlantic Flyway states are 
protective of their wood ducks. The two
bird per day limit is likely to remain in force. 
But there is hope for more woodies in the 
bag and that hope lies with the early option 
season and the state's demonstrated ability 
to produce home-grown wood ducks. 

South Carolina wildlife officials are 
highly optimistic about the statewide wood 
duck nesting box program. During the 
1983 nesting season, about 25 percent 
of the available boxes distributed in 
the project's two years were used by nesting 
wood ducks. More than 5,390 ducklings 
were hatched in these boxes. An additional 

2,583 ducklings were produced in that year 
from structures installed prior to the 1982 
statewide wood duck project. This is an 
impressive tally for one year's production. 

Upland ponds and small impoundments 
with aquatic vegetation and shrubs are ideal 
for nest boxes. State biologists will inspect 
prospective sites before issuing the boxes. 
"This isn't a giveaway program," one 
wildlife official said. 

Wood duck production can be very high 
in relatively small areas when managed 
properly. Wade Fletcher of Hartsville 
demonstrated this to wildlife officials in 
1975. Fletcher, whosaidhisprojectwas 
"strictly a hobby," produced more than 450 
ducklings out of fourteen boxes on his five
acre Marlboro County pond over a three
year period. (See South Carolina Wildlife, 
May-June 1976.) 

The wildlife department's show place 

Despite its twisting, full-throttle flight, the 
multicolored wooi duck remains number one in 
Palmetto gunners' bag. In fact, woodies 
comprise 78 percent of the bag in the early 
season. 

wood duck project is Lake Wallace, a 
department-owned lake near Bennettsville 
in Marlboro County. Of the various 
department-owned or managed places where 
wood ducks are propagated, Lake Wallace is 
the most productive. 

The three state waterfowl biologists are 
enthusiastic about the project and view it as 
a positive effort to increase wood duck 
numbers in South Carolina. "The wood 
duck is the duck we can do a tremendous 
amount with," said Prevost. "It has great 
promise. Statewide, we can manage the 
wood duck up one side of the state and down 
the other. We can really manage production 
habitat for the wood duck in South 
Carolina." 

Producing wood ducks is a highly 
promising effort for the state's waterfowl 
hunters. Those who hunt the early season 
get a crack at these home-grown birds before 
they leave the area, but the biologists must 
watch the harvest closely. 

"Right now, we are harvesting immature 
birds which is what we want," Strange 
explained. "When we're harvesting 
immature birds we know we're harvesting 
locally-raised birds. If an out-of-proportion 
harvest of adult hens begins to show in the 
harvest, then we must re-evaluate our 
position. Then we're taking our breeding 
stock." 

Statistically, the early option is a success. 
Nine percent of the total wood duck harvest 
in South Carolina is taken during the early 
October season. But this is a period of 
hunting that represents only 6 percent of the 
allotted waterfowl hunting days in South 
Carolina. Seventy-eight percent of the birds 
bagged in the early season have been wood 
ducks. 

Nevertheless, the early option remains 
just that, an option that could be canceled 
forthwith. "At any time the Fish and 
Wildlife Service could say 'we're not going to 
offer it anymore,' and if our mail survey 
showed there wasn't that much interest in it 
we would cancel it anyway," Strange 
advised. "Right now, in my mind, it's 
strictly experimental." _ __, 
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Hunters, fishermen and other outdoor enthusiasts 
throughout South Carolina and the nation are joining 
ranks to protect and enhance wildlife habitat while 

sharing their sporting traditions. 

THE 
SPORTSMEN'S 
MOVEMENT 

by Pat Robertson 

These men began a grass roots movement that resulted in one of the most progressive and effective wildlife departments in the country. 
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ttT he American sportsman faces the 
decision of taking an active interest 
in state and federal policies of natural 

resource management, including fish and 
wildlife resources, or by a laissez faire attitude 
allowing continued encroachment by selfish 
exploitation that eventually will spell 
reduction and loss of these resources. It is a 
responsibility that cannot be shirked. Such 
interest is as necessary to the future of 
fishing and hunting as is the care of firearms 
after a trip to the field, or attention to tackle 
on return from fishing waters. Neglect of 
either reduces their value and usefulness. 

"Conservation is not achieved by 
stringent rules or no-can-do laws. The 
fisherman cannot expect to catch fish in a 
polluted stream, nor the hunter to get game 
on barren or eroded land. And good hunting 
and fishing cannot be the automatic result of 
dumping fish and game into the water and 
on the land. Our basic resources of soil, 
forests and water must be restored. Without 

· these, wildlife cannot be expected to survive 
or produce a surplus for harvest by an 
increasing number of fishermen and 
hunters. "-Michael Huboda, "Report From 
Washington," Sparts Afield Magazine, 1946. 

From the canepole fisherman to the bass 
fisherman with all the latest technological 
fishing gear, from the Saturday rabbit hunter 

with a hand-me-down shotgun to the deer 
hunter with a high-powered rifle and 
expensive scope, South Carolina's 
sportsmen are on the move. They are 
organizing to share and protect their 
traditions, reaching into their pockets to 
preserve wildlife habitat, and getting 
calloused hands and backs wet with sweat to 
enhance habitat for all species, not just the 
game they so love to pursue. 

This re-genesis of the sportsmen's 
movement, the second such awakening in 
this state in a half century, is underway. 
Reasons include the loss of critical habitat to 
industrialization, pollution, mono-culture 
farming, a surging population's inherent 
urban sprawl, changing social values and a 
growing threat to outdoor traditions from 
the anti-movement-anti-gun, anti
hunting, anti-fishing, anti-trapping, even 
anti-management. The one great need 
fostered by all these problems is that of good, 
solid, useful information. 

The Wildlife Legislative Fund (WLF), a 
national watchdog organization founded in 
Ohio seven years ago in the wake of a 
statewide trapping referendum, deals with 
several hundred sportsmen's groups in South 
Carolina, according to WLF Director of 
Communications, Rick Story. "South 
Carolina's sportsmen are extremely activist 
in nature," said Story. "They seem to 

understand the problems and they want to 
become involved." 

The Palmetto State's sportsmen groups 
range from local hunting, fishing or field 
trial clubs to such grass roots activist 
organizations as the Richland and Sumter 
County Game and Fish Associations and 
the Pee Dee area's Wildlife Action, Inc. 
The South Carolina Wildlife Federation has 
been politically active at the state and local 
level since it first organized more than fifty 
years ago. 

Today, the South Carolina Wildlife 
Federation counts more than 5,000 
members on its rolls, including thirteen 
other organizations such as the South 
Carolina Shooting Association and the state 
Trappers Association. Its members have 
risen to high ranks in the National Wildlife 
Federation. Dr. Jay Hair, a former member, 
is executive director of the national 
organization, and Dr. Benjamin Dysart, a 
professor at Clemson University, is serving 
his second term as president of the National 
Wildlife Federation. 

Betty Spence, executive director of the 
South Carolina Wildlife Federation, agrees 
that today's sportsmen are more acutely 
aware of the problems facing wildlife and the 
outdoor tradition in the state. But, while her 
organization is a high profile movement 
across the state, many sportsmen are 
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To counteract the loss of wildlife habitat, 
pollution and a changing social environment 
that threatens outdoor recreation, activist 
sportsmens' groups promote responsible 
behavior and stewardship of the land through 
involvement. .. involvement in activities such as 
retriever trials, fishing rodeos and hunter 
education classes. 
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involved with specific interests much closer 
to home. 

These groups often start out as social 
organizations, but few of them remain 
strictly social for very long. Four years ago, 
for instance, several Hartsville sportsmen 
attended a Ducks Unlimited Banquet. 
"Lewis Brown and I got together and said, 
why not have something like this once a 
month," said Ronnie Grant. They got five 
outdoorsmen to form the nucleus of the 
Hartsville Outdoor Club. "Each of these 
five was to bring in five more. They didn't 
have to be hunters and fishermen." 

They didn't remain just a social 
organization for very long. Soon they were 
making wood duck nesting boxes and 
putting them up. They began sponsoring 
the Greenwings, the youth organization of 
Ducks Unlimited. They have been active in 
a petition drive to effect a statewide closing 
of duck shooting at midday during the 
season. They've donated money to 
Operation Game Thief, the state Wild 
Turkey Federation and the Wildlife 
Federation, and other causes. They promote 
good sportsmanship through an annual 

., family dove shoot and fishing tournaments 
with the two bass clubs in Hartsville. 

"This is undoubtedly one of the best 
"' organizations I've ever been involved with," 

said Lewis Yount, president. "We've got 
quail hunters, fishermen, turkey hunters, 
deer hunters---a real mix of society and the 
outdoors." 

Yount said there is a very good reason for 
such sportsmen's organizations, and "I'm 
raising three of them, a daughter and two 
sons. We're trying to teach them how to 
hunt and fish ethically, how to leave a place 
better than you found it. More importantly, 
we're trying to insure that what we've got in 
natural resources is maintained and 
expanded, not for ourselves, but for our sons, 
and for their sons' sons. If one of my 
grandchildren can hear a wild turkey gobble, 
then all of these efforts will have been worth 
it." 

One of the most active and most vocal of 
all the sportsmen's groups is Wildlife 
Action, Inc., which has local chapters in 
Florence, Dillon and Marion counties. 
These sportsmen plant cover crops for quail, 
clean up boat landings, take their message 
into the schools, help rescue the stranded 
during flooding, mark river paths, and work 
hard for needed wildlife legislation on the 
local level. 

"Most of all," said state president Bunny 
Beeson of Mullins, "we have provided the 
sportsmen of our area with a unified voice. 

~ Our members are involved in the out--of-:,; 

~ doors. We have hunters and anti-hunters in 



our group, but we feel like we are in a 
struggle. And, we don't mind getting our 
hands dirty." 

Often, sportsmen's groups from adjoining 
areas work together on projects. National 
Hunting and Fishing Day is a good example. 
Several dozen organizations participate in 
the annual event that is celebrated in 
Columbia and Conway. Two organizations 
in the Columbia area have been waging a 
tenacious battle to preserve the integrity of 
the Saluda River which supports an 
excellent trout fishery and some of the 
largest freshwater striped bass to be found 
anywhere. The Saluda River Chapter of 
Trout Unlimited has been awarded a $5,250 
grant from National Trout Unlimited to 
conduct a one-year study of water discharge 
and temperature. Meanwhile, Save Our 
Saluda has waged an active campaign to get 
the river included in the State Scenic Rivers 
Program. 

This past March members of both 
organizations and the Sierra Club met with 
the Water Resources Commission to discuss 
establishing a statewide Stream Watch 
program, with a pilot project on the Saluda. 
Stream Watch will provide an opportunity 
for sportsmen's groups across the state to 
help maintain and improve the quality of 
their local waters. 

Several years ago, a small group of 
,Columbia sportsmen organized and brought 
off what may well become one of the largest 
wildlife shows in the world, the 
Southeastern Wildlife Exposition which will 
hold its third annual show in Charleston 
next February. More than 20,000 flocked to 
Charleston last February to view one of the 
most comprehensive collections of wildlife
related art, sculpture, equipment, 
organizations, and crafts ever assembled. 
According to Eastover's Dicky Trotter, one 
of the organizers, once the show starts 
paying for itself, part of the proceeds will be 
turned back to wildlife projects. 

This modem sportsmen's movement can 
trace its roots directly back to that summer 
day in 1931 when A. C. "Zan" Heyward of 
Columbia approached self-styled "swamp 
rat" Harry R. E. Hampton, hunting and 
fishing columnist for The State, with the idea 
of forming a statewide sportsmen's 
organization. Twenty years later, Hampton 
would write a constituent in Williston ... 
"We drew up a series of articles and started 
out with a call for volunteers, asking 
conservation-minded sportsmen in every 
county to organize members. We started off 
with an organization meeting in Columbia 
that September and next year started asking 
for legislation for fish and game." 

In a state where wildlife was treated as a 
political plum to be divided among the 
powerful with little thought for the 

future or the average sportsman, the fight for 
legitimate conservation legislation was a 
long, uphill battle. By 194 7, the various 
county game and fish organizations had 
merged under one umbrella, the South 
Carolina Wildlife Federation, and the fight 
was on to create a South Carolina Wildlife 
Resources Commission that would establish 
and enforce the game laws of the state. 
Powerful legislators across the state opposed 
the move. 

A grass roots movement from county to 
county, from town to town, from civic club 
to civic club amassed the public support 
needed to enact uncompromised legislation 
establishing the commission that today 
watches over one of the most progressive and 
most effective wildlife and natural resource 
state agencies in the United States. 

Today, sportsmen in South Carolina are 
again on the move, and they are organized 
either locally or nationally, or both. If they 
move together, they speak with a voice too 
loud to be ignored. But, all is not rosy. 
While many sportsmen's organizations are 
acutely concerned with what goes on in 

their own backyards, not enough of them are 
aware of how things shape up on the 
national horizon, according to Lonnie 
Williamson of the Wildlife Management 
Institute, a national watchdog organization 
for natural resource affairs in Washington, 
D.C. 

"Sportsmen are the least represented 
among all the natural resource interests in 
Washington," said Williamson. "I don't 
know if it's a lack of organization, a lack of 
interest, or a lack of understanding of 
national issues. If so, there is a lack of good 
communications on issues at the national 
level." 

In October 1952, Mike Huboda followed 
up his call to arms six years earlier with a 
reminder that the sportsmen's work is never 
done. 

" ... good sportsmen must refuse to accept 
as inevitable the general pessimistic outlook 
which is based on a weak acceptance of all 
the deleterious effects of resource waste, 
abuse of soil, pollution of waters and all the 
other accumulated abuses of our basic 
resources that contribute so directly to the 
loss of fish, game and outdoor opportunities. 
If these practices continue unabated, there 
always will be both too many sportsmen and 
not enough fish and game, with that gap 
increasing. But, we can tum away from the 
wailing wall, open our eyes, roll up our 
sleeves and work and work and fight for 
conservation restoration. It is a direct 
challenge to sportsmen and their 
organizations to help promote a dynamic 
restoration program." 

The challenge still exists thirty-two years 
later. Fortunately, there are a lot of good 
sportsmen and sportsmen's organizations in 
South Carolina who stand ever ready to 
meetit. • 

Pat Robertson is a regular contributor to South. 
Carolina Wildlife. He is outdoor editor for The 
State newspaper and has had numerous articles 
published in both regional and national magazines. 
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Light, 
Nature's Timeclock 

Light. Without light, life as we 
know it would cease to exist. We 
live by light. We depend upon 
light to see, to work and to play. 
Although we depend upon 
electricity to supply artificial light 
from various forms of lightbulbs, 
the single-most important source 
oflight is natural light from the 
sun. As the earth rotates on its 
axis, sunlight produces daytime 
on the side facing the sun and 
night on the side away from the 
sun. We like to think that the sun 
rises in the morning and sets in 
the evening. However, we move 
from daylight when we face the 
sun into night when we are away 
from the sun. This daily 
movement creates a rhythm or 
cycle that takes about twenty-four 
hours to complete. 

The influence of sunlight upon 
the natural world depends upon its 
intensity, duration, and quality. 
As the sun rises, dawn ends the 
darkness of the night and the 
world becomes a different place for 
the plants and animals that live in 
it. Not only does the earth and sky 
become brighter, the temperature 
rises, humidity drops and 
atmospheric pressure changes. But 
the most important change as far 
as all living things are concerned 
is the great increase in light 
intensity. Birds sing ... butterflies, 
dragonflies and bees 
appear. .. hawks seek out prey and 

squirrels become active. When 
the sun sets, light intensity 
decreases, temperature drops, 
daytime animals retire and 
animals of the night appear. The 
fox, raccoon, owls, moths and 
other night creatures take 
over. (See "Of Dawn and Dusk," 
page36.) 

Up until a few years ago, we 
knew very little about the effects 
oflight on animals. With the 
development of modem 
technological equipment we are 
able to learn how animals regulate 
their activities with changes in 
day and night. We now know that 
all living things have a mysterious 
inner timedock-a "biological 
clock" that can rouse nocturnal 

· animals at dusk, while making 
diurnal or daytime animals 
become restful. Biological clocks 
awaken bats around dusk to feed 
on insects before late-flying birds 
of prey catch them, but a bat 
whose biological dock goes off too 
early may be eaten by diurnal birds 
of prey. Biological clocks also 
prepare animals for activity at a 
particular time of day or night. 
Animals very similar in feeding 
habits may be able to share the 
same habitat if they are active at 
different times. The sparrow 
hawk, for example, can hunt over 
the same area and search for the 
same type of prey as the night
flying owl without the two birds of 
prey competing for the same food. 

The periods of dusk and dawn 
last for only an hour or so each day 
and are important to wildlife. 

Many animals are neither diurnal 
nor nocturnal but are active 
during the twilight period before 
sunrise or after sunset and are 
known as crepuscular. Such 
animals emerge at dawn or dusk 
when it is neither fully light nor 
completely dark. Animals such as 
field mice, swallows, quail, white
tailed deer and many kinds of fish 
become particularly active at 
dawn and dusk. 

As night gives way to dawn, the 
increasing intensity of light moves 
birds to sing in addition to setting 
off their biological clock at the 
same time before sunrise each day. 
Most often, the insect-eating 
birds are the first to sing followed 
by the seed-eaters. The 
importance oflight intensity in 
starting the dawn chorus can 
easily be seen on cloudy, rainy 
mornings when singing is delayed. 
In the evening, light intensity 
determines the time at which birds 
retire for the night, but the 
singing will cease when the light 
intensity falls to a level at which 
they had already been singing and 
feeding for some time in the early 
morning. 

The dawn chorus is the greatest 
during April and early May and 
can be heard approaching from 
the east with the increasing light. 
Many persons believe this early 
morning singing is an expression 
of joy at the arrival of a new day or 
a release of energy that has built 
up during the night. The main 
reason for early morning birdsong, 
however, is to confirm to other 



birds of a like species that they are 
still in possession of their 
particular patch of territory after 
surviving the night. As birds go to 
roost in the evening, there is a 
secondary but quieter chorus than 
the chorus at dawn as the birds 
reclaim their territory before 
nightfall. 

As the sun breaks and the 
intensity of light grows stronger, 
the morning chorus comes to a 
close as birds and other animals 
have enough light to find food. 
Some birds like the blackbird are 
among the first to begin feeding 
since earthworms are more 
abundant around dawn when the 
ground is damp with dew and the 
worms are at the surface. Other 
birds need to feed vigorously in 
the early morning because their 
energy reserves have been 
depleted after a night without 
food. Other bird activities are 
likely to be seen early in the 
morning in addition to singing 
and feeding. Seed-eating birds 
like cardinals, quail and mourning 
doves pick up grit in the morning 
to be stored in their gizzard where 
it will be used later to grind hard 
seeds. Birds like the mourning 
dove that drink only once a day 
will usually do so after sunrise. 

Peaks of activity at dawn and 
dusk are also important for 
rabbits, white-tailed deer, foxes 
and other animals in search of 
food. Many nocturnal predators 
such as foxes and owls may 
continue their search for prey after 
daylight especially in the summer 
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Animals may be most active during the day as are feeding doves, during 
dawn and dusk as are deer, or creatures of the night like owls. Whatever 
their preference, they share a vital, natural mechanism - eyes that relay 
predictable changes in light intensity to a brain that triggers behavior 
appropriate to the specie's survival. 

when nights are short and hunting 
time is reduced. 

Another way light affects the 
behavior of animals is the 
perception oflight by their light
gathering instruments-eyes. The 
difference in light and darkness is 
not the same for all animals. What 
may appear as complete darkness 
to us may just be dim light to a 
nocturnal animal. Nocturnal 
animals' eyes are very sensitive to 
what little visible light is available 

at night, while our eyes are mainly 
a daylight instrument. 

The eyes of most vertebrate 
animals, including man, consist 
of a rounded eyeball located 
within a cavity in the skull called 
the orbit . As light passes through 
the pupil it is focused by the lens 
on the light-sensitive retina at the 
back of the eyeball where light is 
changed into nerve impulses and 
carried to the brain. Within the 
retina are light-sensitive cells 
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shaped like tiny rods and cones. 
The rods enable animals to see in 
poor light and to perceive moving 
objects while the cones see detail 
and perceive color in the daytime. 

Since our eyes are mainly used 
in the daytime, we have more 
cones than rods and can see a wide 
range of color and great detail. At 
night, however, our vision is quite 
limited. The pupil opens to let in 
as much light as possible, but with 
a limited number of rods our eyes 
are not as sensitive and we are 
unable to see well without the aid 
of artificial light sources. 

The eyes of a nocturnal animal 
feature an abundance of rods but 
fewer cones which allows the 
animal to collect as much light as 
possible at the expense of 
perceiving detail. Such animals 
perceive only shapes and sizes of 
objects and depend upon ears and 
nose to locate food and to avoid 
predators. Owls, for example, 
have eyes very large in proportion 
to the head and are adapted for 
night vision. The eye is shaped 
like a tube that flares out towards 
the retina allowing room for a 
pupil and lens much larger than 
that of daytime animals. Because 
of the shape of the owl's eye, it 
cannot roll in its socket to view 
from one side to another and in 
order to see around itself the owl 
must tum its head from side to 
sid~. 

Nocturnal animals that 
sometimes move about during the 
day need to protect their sensitive 
eyes from sunlight, Many are 
equipped with a pupil shaped like 
a slit that can close to keep out 
more light than a circular pupil 
like ours. Cats, alligators, snakes 
and other reptiles all have slitted 
pupils to prevent damage to their 
eyes. Owls, on the other hand, do 
not have slitted pupils so they 
spend the day in deep shade with 

their eyes half-closed most of the 
time. The white-tailed deer has 
sensitive eyes and is active during 
the night. Its pupil, however, is 
slitted horizontally instead of 
vertically like a cat. Nonetheless, 
it protects the eye from bright 
light. 

As man continues to use 
natural habitat for his own use, 
more and more animals will 
become more nocturnal whenever 
they are disturbed by man. The 
otter was once a day-active animal 
but to escape man's disturbance, it 
has become totally nocturnal. 
Rabbits feed by day in 
uninhabited areas and at night in 
suburban developments and on 
farmland. Animals like the white
tailed deer change their behavior 
to avoid disturbance by man and 
will feed at dawn or dusk or at 
midnight on moonlight nights. 

Birds of Prey 
The swallow-tailed kite, see 

"Natural History," page 6 this 
issue, is a member of the largest 
family of birds that hunt, kill and 
eat other birds and animals. 
Members of this family also 
include hawks and eagles. Other 
flesh-eating birds like the owl, 
osprey and falcon are similar since 
their bodies are adapted to catch 
and eat their prey. 

Birds of prey depend upon their 
excellent vision to hunt and are 
thought by many ornithologists
persons who study birds-to have 
the animal kingdom's keenest 
eyes. Scientific studies reveal that 
a hawk or an owl can see a mouse 
at a distance of one mile, about 
eight times better than a human's 
eyes. The eye muscles of birds of 
prey also are especially adapted for 
very rapid focusing while chasing 
their prey at high speeds. 

Alert and ever sharp, the eyes of 
the red-tailed hawk and other 
birds of prey track their quarry 
with relentless accuracy. 

All birds of prey catch animals 
with their feet which feature long, 
very sharp talons attached to the 
three front toes and back toe. 
Tendons in each toe are attached 
to powerful leg muscles that can 
pierce the skull of rabbits and 
other small animals. Many birds of 
prey kill their victim by placing 
one foot on the head and one foot 
on the prey's body. They then 
open and close the feet until they 
no longer feel movement from the 
animal. 

Other birds of prey, including 
the falcon and some owls, kill 
their prey with a single bite that 
breaks the prey's neck. The strong 
hooked bill tears meat from prey. 
Some birds of prey, like the 
falcon, have specialized bills with 
an additional notch or "false 
tooth" to aid in biting through the 
prey's flesh. Although the hooked 
bill looks very fierce, the feet are 
the most dangerous part. 

The relationship between 
predator birds and their prey is just 
one of the many food chains found 
in nature where smaller and lower 
forms of life provide food for 
higher forms. Mice feed upon 



grain such as com, and in tum are Check it out! To read more about diurnal and 
eaten by hawks. In this example, nocturnal animals and the effects 
the hawk plays an important role If you would like to read more oflight upon living things you 
in the balance of nature by about birds of prey, here are some may wish to check out the 
keeping the mouse population sources you may find in your local following books. 
under control. Birds of prey also school or public library. Nature's Nightlight, by Robert 
help other wildlife such as quail, Burton, 1982. 
doves and ducks by catching A Guide to Birds of North Nightwatch, by Jan Burton, 1983. 
animals that rob their nests. America, by Chandler Robbins, 

People once thought that birds 1966; 
of prey were harmful to other Field Guide to Birds of North I What's the word? 
animals, especially livestock. America, National Geographic 
Many hawks, owls and other birds Society, 1983; Find the names of some birds of 
of prey were needlessly killed by Water, Prey and Game Birds prey found in South Carolina. 
persons ignorant of the role these of North America, National Look down or across for protectea 
birds play in the balance of nature Geographic Society, 1973; birds of prey important to man-
and the millions of dollars saved Birds of Prey, by Dorothy osprey, red-tailed hawk, bald 
that would otherwise be lost from Hogner, 1969; eagle, marsh hawk, red-
crops damaged by overpopulations Eagles, Hawks and Falcons of shouldered hawk, sparrow hawk, 
of rodents. Today, birds of prey are the World, by Leslie Brown, peregrine falcon and swallow-
protected by state and federal laws 1968; tailed kite. When finished, locate 
and anyone who kills or molests a The Wonder of Birds, National them in one of the bird field guides 
bird of prey can be fined $10,000 Geographic Society, 1983; listed above so you will be able to 
and jailed for six months or more. Owls of the World, by John identify them in their natural 

If you are interested in helping Burton, 1973. habitat. 
to protect birds of prey, here are 
some activities that show you care. 

1. Visit a zoo such as 
Riverbanks Zoological Park, L KU E I R 0 s p R E y J s X B 
Columbia, and observe the Q T C B N E R p L z p A F W Y I 
many different birds of prey 

A s D R E D T A I L E DH AW K found in South Carolina. 
2. If you see someone molesting F G H J K s L R z X R C V L B N 

or attempting to kill a hawk, MQ D E R H T R y u E W I L 0 p 
owl, eagle, vulture or other A s MD F 0 GOH J G K L 0 z X 
bird of prey, contact your 
local wildlife conservation C VA B NUMWQH R E R WT y 

officer or telephone 1-800- A s R D F L GHW J I K L T z X 
922-5431. C V s B NDMAQHN E y A T R 

3.Contribute $1, $3, $5, oras u I H 0 p E AW s D E F G I w J much as you like to the 
Nongame Wildlife and K z H C L R X K V B F NM L F D 

Natural Areas Fund. This s B A L D E A G L E A H D E s T 
fund protects birds of prey R E WW Q D p U 0 I L y HD K L 
and other nongame and 

B V KM C H N X L z C F D K T p 
endangered species, habitat 
and other natural areas. For A s D F G A L K J H 0 p 0 I u y 

more information write T R E W Q WT G V Y NH B T J N 
Nongame and Endangered A z B y C K D X E W F V G E HU 
Species, P.O. Box 167, 
Columbia, S.C., 29202, or 
telephone (803) 758-0014. 
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Wildlife Divers 
Provide A 
Variety of 
Services 

Divers for the state wildlife 
department provide a variety of 
services which include working 
closely with other law 
enforcement agencies in the 
recovery of crime evidence such 
as sunken automobiles and 
murder weapons. 

Wildlife officer Lee "Skeet" 
MillsJr. ofBrunson, a master 
diver, said the wildlife diving 
teams "do a lot of work for SLED 
and other law enforcement 
officials." Recovery of stolen 
vehicles disposed of underwater is 
one example. 

Mills related an incident when 
his team of three divers was 
requested by the Orangeburg 
County Sheriffs Department to 
search for a stolen car in the 
Edisto River. Team members not 
only found the car in question, 
but a collection of others in the 
murky waters of the Edisto. 

According to Mills, 
apparently a local car thief stole 
the cars, took what parts he 
wanted from them and disposed 
of what was left in the river. 
Mills said the thief had deposited 
a number of auto hulks at the 
site. 

In Berkeley County, the divers 
responded to a call when a car 
ran off a bank into the T ailrace 
Canal. "They ( the sheriffs 
department) were afraid someone 
was in it," said the officer. So the 
divers hastened to find the car. 
They found no victim "but we 
found five cars before we found 
the one we were looking for," he 
said. "There're more cars there 
now. It's amazing what is hidden 
under the water." 

Participants in the diving 
program are duly commissioned 
wildlife conservation officers. 
Most have years of experience in 
wildlife law enforcement. All are 
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Left to right, Steve Weaver, Harvin Brock and chief diver Skeet 
Mills suit up for a training assignment in the Cooper River. 

volunteers who perform this 
additional duty without added 
compensation. When not 
diving, team members are 
expected to perform traditional 
wildlife law enforcement duties. 

Although the three dive 
teams of three men provide 
varied services, "the main 
purpose of the teams is to recover 
drowning victims," said Robert 
M. Gifford, assistant chief of law 
enforcement for the South 
Carolina Wildlife and Marine 
Resources Department. 

Unfortunately, the demand for 
their services is high, particularly 
during the warm months when 
people are active on the water. 
While most people enjoy the 
water safely, there is an annual 
percentage who die in the waters 
of the state. 

"These are tragic affairs," 
Gifford explained, "and in most 
cases our officers are able to 
recover bodies in a relatively 
short time. This makes it 
somewhat easier on the families 
of victims in situations that have 
a lot of anxious moments. If we 
had to rely on dragging (pulling 
grappling hooks across the 
bottom), recovery of victims 
would take a lot longer." 

Response time is often 

remarkably quick. In one recent 
incident, the team was able to 
respond, suit up and recover the 
first victim before the youngster 
died. Regrettably, medics were 
unable to resuscitate the 
youngster. Both of the young 
victims recovered in this incident 
were brought out within fifteen 
minutes of the officers' arrival on 
the scene. 

Mills recalled one period when 
twenty-seven drownings 
occurred in twenty-one days. 
While the teams were unable to 
respond to all of these calls, they 
managed to recover a high 
percentage of the victims. 
"We've had as many as four calls 
in one day and responded to 
three," Mills said. "We were 
going in several different 
directions in one day." 

The officers recover some fifty 
victims each year, "a broad 
average," as Mills describes it. 
"Some years there are a lot more 
than that." In the eight years of 
the program, "we've had a 94 
percent recovery rate," Mills 
said. 

Despite the success of the 
program, turnover among the 
divers has been high, Mills 
acknowledged. "There're only 
three of the original bunch left 
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on the teams." Mills is one of the 
three and today he is the 
principal training officer. Ben 
Underwood of Pickens is also a 
training officer. 

A total of twenty-seven 
officers have been trained since 
the program's inception eight 
years ago. Training is intense and 
thorough. Initial training lasts 
about a month and includes 
much classroom work. Diving 
theory, technique and physiology 
and actual work with SCUBA 
(Self-Contained Underwater 
Breathing Apparatus) are 
included in the comprehensive 
course. 

After their initial training, the 
officers routinely train one day a 
week. The officers are exposed to 
the varied water and diving 
conditions found in the state. At 
cold, clear Lake Jocassee in the 
South Carolina upcountry, the 
officers have dived in forty degree 
water to a depth of one hundred 
feet. They also dive in the 
Cooper River, the surf at 
Sullivans Island and in murky 
ponds filled with logs and other 
debris. 

Mills said that the long hours 
on the road away from families 
and the nature of the work have 
taken a toll on some of the 
divers. "It takes a special man to 
put forth that extra effort," said 
Mills. "It's not for everyone." 

Team members include 
William H. Ballenger Jr. of 
Walhalla; Ben Underwood of 
Pickens; Wayne King of 
McCormick; Francis Mitchum of 
Summerville; Harvin Brock of 
Summerton; Steve Weaver of 
Bennettsville; and Mills of 
Brunson. Mills, Underwood and 
Mitchum are master divers. 

Officers Mike Hardy of 
Seneca; John W. Reese of 
McCormick; Richard Wheeler of 
Sumter; Johnny Spell of 
Walterboro; Steve Morrow of 
Union; and Henry Garbade Jr. of 
Ridgeland have been trained as a 
reserve force. _ _, 



Grass Carp 
Stocking Now 
Legal 

Regulated stocking of non
reproducing white amur and 
grass carp hybrids into designated 
South Carolina waters for the 
control of problem weeds is now 
legal according to state wildlife 
officials. 

The new law states that the 
"director of the Division of 
Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries 
may issue special permits for the 
stocking of sterile white amur 
and grass carp hybrids in the 
waters of this state." 

Grass carp are reputed to be of 
value in reducing problem 
aquatic weeds which infest many 
ponds and impoundments. 

Joe Logan, chief of freshwater 
fisheries for the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, said a permitting 
system to regulate use of the 
hybrid carp will soon be in place 
when the sterile carp are 
expected to become available.-• 
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ACheck- -
For Wildlife 
Your South Carolina taxes 
work for wildlife. 

Stevens Creek 
and Victoria 
Bluff Registered 
Natural Areas 

Stevens Creek Natural Area 
and Victoria Bluff Heritage 
Preserve, two natural areas 
managed by the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department, were recently 
registered as significant natural 
areas by the Society of American 
Foresters (SAF). 

~~--------~---- ----- --,----,----~~~ --

During a state wildlife 
commission meeting, the two 
official SAF Natural Areas 
registration certificates were 
presented by state forester 
Leonard A. Kilian Jr., a member 
of the SAF, to wildlife 
Commission Chairman, William 
M. Webster III. 

Stevens Creek Area in 
McCormick County and 
Victoria Bluff Preserve in 
Beaufort County join more than 
400 areas registered in the SAF 
Natural Areas Program which 
was established in 194 7. 

The program's goal is to 
encourage the establishment of 
natural areas that represent a 
broad range of forest and forest
related habitats in the United 
States to maintain a registry of 
natural areas and to encourage 
the use of natural areas for 
research and education. 

A natural area is defined as "a 
tract worthy of being preserved 
to exemplify typical and unique 

vegetation and its associated 
biotic, edaphic, geologic and 
aquatic features in as near-natural 
condition as possible, primarily 
for purposes of science and 
education," according to the 
SAF. 

The Stevens Creek Natural 
Area is a 138-acre heritage 
preserve owned by the state 
wildlife department and managed 
by its Non-game and Heritage 
Trust Section. This property was 
donated by the Continental 
Group in 1976 to the Nature 
Conservancy which deeded the 
site to the state of South 
Carolina for protection as a 
natural area. 

Victoria Bluff Heritage 
Preserve is a 1,255-acre tract 
near Bluffton in Beaufort County 
which is owned and managed by 
the state wildlife department for 
the protection of significant plant 
communities and limited public 
hunting. 

Victoria Bluff's mainland maritime forest qualifies it as a S.A.F. 
registered natural site. 

Groups or individuals 
interested in visiting the two 
natural areas may contact the 
Non-game and Heritage Trust 
Section of the wildlife 
department at (803) 758-0014 in 
Columbia or by writing P.O. Box 
167, Columbia, S.C., 29202. _ _, 

Acid Rain 
Posters Available 

Developed as a cooperative 
project between the National 
Wildlife Federation and the 
Canadian Embassy, acid rain 
posters are now available to the 
public. Problems with acid rain 
are illustrated on six, four-color 
educational posters designed for 
use in classrooms, nature centers 
and clubs. The posters measure 
18 by 24 inches and are printed 
on glossy poster stock. 

The posters present various 
facts relating to acid rain 
problems. 

Major sources of acid rain are 
coal-burning power plants in the 
central and eastern regions of the 
United States and non-ferrous 
smelters in eastern Canada. 

Acid rain has destroyed fish 
and plant life in hundreds oflakes 
and streams in the United States 
and Canada. It can affect human 
health, releasing lead, copper 
and cadmium from pipes into 
drinking water. It is also believed 
to reduce crop and forest growth. 

The only permanent solution 
to acid rain is to keep sulfur and 
nitrogen pollution out of the air; 
both sulfur dioxide and nitrogen 
oxide pollution can also be 
reduced through energy 
conservation. 

The set of six rolled posters 
plus a booklet on acid rain, "How 
You Can Help," and an Acid 
Rain Teacher's Guide are 
available while supplies last. For 
more information write to Acid 
Rain Posters, National Wildlife 
Federation, 1412 16th Street, 
N.W., Washington, D.C., 
20036. _ .. 
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M
any of us have gone to 
scout our favorite deer 
woods for signs of that 

big buck only to find a timber 
harvest operation in full swing 
right where we planned to hunt. 
At first glance, it seems the area 
is ruined for hunting, but take a 
close look as soon as the loggers 
depart. 

When the woods are logged, 
the shading overstory, or canopy, 
is removed, allowing full sunlight 
to reach the ground. Small
diameter hardwood saplings are 
bent to the ground and trampled 
by the machinery, making a sorry 
sight indeed. But with only a few 
days exposure of sunlight, these 
immature trees will sprout full 
length in a profusion of 
nutritious, palatable foliage-
right on the deer's level. High on 
the list of favorites are black 
gum, dogwood and red maple, 
but deer will eat practically any 
leafy material when it's young 
and tender. 

Places in the woods opened by 
logging quickly spring up in 
briars and wild grapevine, both 
choice deer foods. A multitude of 
other plants soon invade the 
openings adding to the diversity 
of the deer's diet. 

Knowledgeable deer hunters 
all over the state recognize a 
freshly-logged area as a "hotspot" 
easily overlooked by other 
hunters. The fresh vegetation 
acts as a magnet drawing a 
sudden influx of deer from the 
adjacent forest; this creates a 
perfect still-hunting situation. 
Look for a concentration of tracks 
and carefully notice the twig tips 
and new le;wes. When they've 
been freshly nipped off, you can 
bet the deer will soon be back for 
more. 
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Duck Stamp 
Celebrates 50th 
Anniversary 

Fifty years of federal waterfowl 
conservation is being celebrated 
this year with the current Federal 
Migratory Hunting and 
Conservation Stamp, known 
popularly as the "duck stamp." 

Alabama artist William C. 
Morris won this year's stamp 
competition. He captured the 
prestigious honor in national 
competition at the Interior 
Department in Washington, 
D. C. where his watercolor design 
placed first out of 1,581 entries. 

Waterfowl hunters sixteen 
years and older must purchase the 
federal duck stamp. Nearly two 
million of the colorful stamps are 
sold each year to hunters, stamp 
collectors, and a growing number 
of non-hunters who want to 
contribute to the nation's wildlife 
conservation effort. 

Three years ago South 
Carolina inaugurated its "duck 
stamp" to provide funds for 
waterfowl conservation in this 
state. More than $100,000 is 
raised annually by the state stamp 
which is required of waterfowl 
hunters 14 years and older 
hunting in South Carolina. 

The federal stamp is the largest 
running, annually-issued series 
in U.S. revenue stamp history, 
according to the U .S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service. 

Since 1934 when duck stamps 
first went on sale, more than 3. 5 
million acres of prime waterfowl 
territory have been acquired as 
national refuge lands and 
waterfowl production areas. 
More than $2 70 million has been 
raised with the duck stamp 
which is supplemented with 
Wetlands Loan Funds to finance 
the program. About $15 million 
is generated annually. 

- Non-hunters and a growing 
number of stamp collectors are 
also discovering the duck stamp, 
according to the Interior 
Department. Federal and state 
wildlife officials encourage 
outdoor enthusiasts who enjoy 

First "Duck Stamp" - 1934-35 Migratory Bird Hunting 
Stamp by Jay Norwood "Ding" Darling. 

wildlife through photography, 
birdwatching and other activities 
to join hunters in supporting the 
nation's conservation efforts by 
buying an annual stamp. 

Post offices and U.S. Postal 
Service philatelic sales units sell 
the duck stamp. An increasing 
number of National Wildlife 
Refuges across the country are 
now selling the stamp. At $ 7. 50, 
this year's stamp went on sale 
July 2. _ _,,., 

Duck Stamps For 
Non-hunters 

A major campaign to 
encourage more non-hunters to 
support wildlife conservation by 
purchasing federal duck stamps 
has been launched by Interior 
Secretary William Clark. 

Supported by a broad cross 
section of corporations and 
conservation groups, the 
campaign coincides with the 
fiftieth anniversary of the duck 
stamp program, one of the 
nation's oldest and most 
successful wildlife conservation 
efforts. 

Duck stamps are required to 
be purchased each year by anyone 
age 16 or older who hunts 
waterfowl. Revenues from the 
sale of the $ 7. 50 stamp are used 
to buy wetlands for the National 
Wildlife Refuge System. 

Nearly eighty-nine million 

duck stamps have been sold 
providing $285 million for the 
conservation of3.5 million 
acres--all or part of 186 national 
wildlife refuges and many 
waterfowl production areas. 

"Waterfowl hunters are not the 
only ones who benefit from 
healthy wetlands," Secretary 
Clark said. "Everyone who enjoys 
wildlife-birdwatchers, anglers, 
nature photographers, campers 
and others--all benefit. The 
purchase of a duck stamp is one 
of the most direct ways 
Americans can help ensure the 
preservation of these important 
wildlife habitats." 

Secretary Clark said that 
concern over the rapid 
disappearance of wetlands and 
the escalation of land prices had 
led to the .Interior Department's 
decision to broaden public 
participation in the duck stamp 
program. 

"The United States is losing 
nearly half a million acres of 
marshes and other wetlands every 
year," Clark said. "These areas 
are vital not just to ducks, but to 
many other kinds of fish and 
wildlife including endangered 
species and commercially 
valuable fish and shellfish. "At 
the same time, increasing land 
prices have slowed efforts to 
acquire and protect important 
wetlands. Duck stamp dollars 
don't stretch as far as they used 
to. 
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Widgeon, by William C. Morris, the 1984-85 Federal Migratory 
Bird Hunting and Conservation Stamp, is 51st in the series. 

"Over 90 percent of all duck 
stamps are purchased by 
waterfowl hunters. Effectively, 
these hunters are paying to 
preserve wetlands that all of us 
benefit from." 

Clark said he recognized that 
many people who do not hunt 
have probably never heard of 
duck stamps, but he believes 
more non-hunters would buy 
duck stamps if they realized it 
would help save wildlife habitat. 

"Anyone can buy a duck 
stamp--all you have to do is go 
down to the Post Office and ask 
for one," Clark said. • 

Non-hunter 
Conservation 
Funding Needed 

Do the eighty-three million 
Americans who watch birds, 
photograph wildlife and travel to 
national wildlife refuges support 
the objects of their affections as 
sportsmen do? 

Will "wildlife lovers" become 
"wildlife backers?" 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service is asking these questions 
as it investigates potential sources 
of revenue that could support 
state fish and wildlife programs. 

Potential sources of revenue 
currently being examined 
include the sale of "semi-postal 
stamps," user fees for selected 

federal lands and waters, a 
voluntary federal income tax 
checkoff, and special taxes on 
wild bird seed, houses, feeders, 
baths and other bird items. 
Backpacking and camping 
equipment and off-road vehicles 
are also being considered. 

Although federal income 
taxes, certain state taxes and tax 
checkoff programs help support 
some fish and wildlife programs, 
sportsmen have traditionally 
carried the burden of this 
financial responsibility. 

State fish and game 
management is supported largely 
by the state's sale of fishing and 
hunting licenses, revenue that is 
supplemented by federal excise 
taxes on fishing and hunting 
gear. 

In 1983 nearly $140 million 
was returned to the fifty states 
and territories under the federal 
aid programs, Pittman
Robertson and Dingell-Johnson. 
These funds bolstered the $484 
million that fishermen and 
hunters paid for state licenses and 
permits during the preceding 
year. 

Spin-off value for non-game 
species occurs from the money 
spent for hunted species. Land 
developed with Pittman
Robertson funds provides habitat 
for shorebirds and other wildlife 
as well as waterfowl. Similarly, 
Dingell-Johnson funds support 
habitat for turtles, crawfish and 
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mollusks along with sport fish. 
Non-game species, however, lack 
a specific COIDJ?rehensive source 
of funds. 

"It's time that Americans who 
do their hunting with binoculars 
instead of shotguns be given the 
opportunity to shoulder part of 
the financial responsibility for 
conserving fish and wildlife," 
said G. Ray Arnett, assistant 
secretary of the Interior. 
"Sportsmen have been quietly 
paying the excise taxes for state 
conservation programs for years 
to the tune of more than $1. 5 
billion since the federal aid 
programs first began." 

"People who don't hunt and 
fish but enjoy wildlife in other 
ways from backyard bird feeders 
to outings on the National 
Wildlife Refuge Systems must 
realize that their pastimes need 
their financial support, too," said 
the assistant secretary for Fish, 
Wildlife and Parks. 

A national survey by the Fish 
and Wildlife Service in 1980 
estimated that $6.6 billion is 
spent each year by non-hunters 
and non-anglers on equipment, 
travel and related expenditures 
for fish and wildlife recreation. 

Nearly $1. 2 million is spent by 
"non-consumptive" wildlife 
enthusiasts for binoculars and 
photographic equipment. 
Another $1. 7 is devoted to bird 
feeding each year. • 

Sharks grow slouly. An adult male 
sandbar shark caught at Edisto Beach 
in 1966 showed little if any growth 
ten years later when it W'.IS recaptured 
in Jacksonville, Florida. 

W ith winter fast 
approaching, many 
people will soon put 

away their boat for the long wait 
to spring. Proper storage is as 
important as maintenance. 

First, take a look at the 
engine. Captain Dudley Overton 
of the South Carolina Wildlife 
and Marine Resources 
Department's Boating Division 
told me of a new lubrication 
technique which should prove 
very simple and very effective for 
most boat owners. To insure 
proper engine lubrication during 
the long storage period', clean out 
the cooling system by using a 
flushing attachment found at 
marinas and discount houses. 

You can run the engine in your 
back yard by using a garden hose 
to supply cooling water. After 
thoroughly flushing it out, 
disconnect the fuel line from the 
engine as it runs. As soon as it 
sputters, kill the engine. The 
small trace of fuel left in the 
engine will act as a lubricant and 
retard corrosion of the internal 
mechanisms. 

Running the fuel out is good 
because too much fuel will 
condense into a gummy gel that 
can cause problems later on. Be 
sure to check the foot for grease. 
If you find discolored grease or 
grease containing water, replace 
it. 

The boat itself should be 
covered with the drain plug 
removed to prevent water from 
standing in the hull. Boat 
accessories ... personal flotation 
devices, depth finders and other 
gear should be removed and 
stored in a proper place. Check 
the trailer wheel bearing gauges 
and rotate the wheels a few times 
during the winter. 
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CI f you're ever going to get / T serious about saltwater 
fishing, now's the time when 

the days before winter dwindle to 
a precious few 

Everything, but 
EVERYTHING is happening up 
and down South Carolina's 
coastline in the fa ll. From the 
salt marsh creeks, the piers and 
out to the Gulf Stream and 
everything in between, there's 
plenty of action waiting. 

Trolling is coming on strong 
now over the reefs where kings, 
amberjack, barracuda, little 
tunny and jack crevalle are 
either passing through or 
hanging around waiting for your 
offerings. A trolled lure, rigged 
balao or a iree-lined live bait 
drifted by can is usually very 
effective. Try all three if in 
doubt. 

Whole sections of the close
to-shore seas lather up with 
feeding schools of spanish 
mackerel and blues. 
Occasionally, you'll get a light 
trolling reel stripped with 
smoking gears by a big king or 
some "mystery fish" that 
provides good campfire chatter 
during the coming winter. 

Farther out in the big blue 
water, it's feeding time for sure at 
the Snapper Banks or in the 
Gulf Stream for dolphin fish, big 
kings, 'cuda, bonito, wahoo, 
sailfish, and of course, the 
mightly blue marlin now headed 
south for the winter. He's not 
exactly the appropriate target for 
cobweb line and ultralight 
spinning gear. Neither will an 
outboard skiff seventy miles 
offshore do. Hire a good charter 
man. 

You make the choice. If there 
ever is a time to do it all in 
Palmetto water, it's right now. 
Don't miss it even if you have to 
hire a guide. 
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Muskie Leaves 
North Carolina 
For South 
Carolina 

A muskellunge discovered 
recently on the Broad River in 
South Carolina swam almost one 
hundred miles downstream from 
a North Carolina reservoir where 
muskies were stocked in the early 
1970s. The muskellunge is in the 
same family as the chain pickerel 
and the redfin pickerel, but it 
grows much larger. 

Robert Gibson, powerhouse 
operator with the Lockhart 
Power Company in Lockhart, 
S.C., discovered the twenty-six
pound, ten-ounce muskellunge 
in debris he raked off a rack that 
filters water going into the 
turbines at Lockhart Dam. The 
muskie had a three-pound carp 
lodged in its jaws. 

State fisheries biologist Gene 
Hayes identified the fish. To 
solve the mystery of how the fish 
came to South Carolina, Hayes 
contacted the North Carolina 
WHdlife Resources Commission 
to check on the status of the 
muskellunge in North Carolina. 

Bob Brown, a fisheries 
biologist for the North Carolina 
wildlife agency, helped solve the 
mystery of the migrating 
muskellunge. He explained that 
the North Carolina Wildlife 
Resources Commission started a 
muskellunge stocking program in 
the early 1970s. 

"We were trying to re
establish them in the waters 
where they were found," said 
Brown. "Adger Lake, a small 
part of the Duke Power System, 
would be the most probable 
source of the fish. We stocked 
some pure muskies in Adger Lake 
so we would have a source of 
brood stock." 

Adger Lake is an 
impoundment located on the 
Green River in Polk County, 
North Carolina about ten miles 
above the South Carolina line. 
The muskie's journey to South 
Carolina began when the fish . 

Chester taxidermist Terry Ehrlich displays the first muskie 
discovered in South Carolina waters. 

apparently went over the spillway 
of the Adger Lake Dam. 

The muskellunge traveled 
ninety-three river miles and 
crossed over five dams from 
Adger Lake to the Lockhart Dam 
where the fish was discovered. 
According to Danny Johnson, 
division director for surface water 
with the South Carolina Water 
Resources Commission, the fish 
probably crossed the dams by 
swimming over the spillways 
during high tide. Following the 
fish's discovery, rumors circulated 
in the Lockhart area about an 
"alligator fish" in the Broad 
River. 

The world sportfishing record 
for a muskie is a sixty-nine
pound, fifteen-ounce fish caught 
from the St. Lawrence River in 
New York. Muskies are a cool 
water species found in the Great 
Lakes and upper Mississippi 
River drainages. 

"It's possible that one or two 
muskellunge a year might be 
caught in South Carolina," said 
Richard Guier, fisheries 
supervisor for the North Carolina 
Wildlife Resources Commission, 
"but the odds are against another 
muskellunge traveling 
downstream." 

South Carolina Wildlife and 
Marine Resources Department 
officials request that fishermen 
report any muskie catches. Call 
the local wildlife office or the 
department's Columbia office at 
(803) 758-0007.,.-, 

Jocassee Yields 
Record Brown 
Trout 

Sam Dalton of Flatrock, 
North Carolina broke South 
Carolina's brown trout state 
record with a seventeen-pound, 
eight-ounce fish caught from 
Jocassee in April while using live 
shad in water twenty-five feet 
deep. 

"I started fishing at 7:30 that 
night and caught the trout at 
3:00 in the morning," Dalton 
said. "Whenever I go trout 
fishing I always fish all night; 
that's the best time." 

Dalton said it took him fifteen 
to thirty minutes to land the fish. 
"When I caught the fish I had no 
idea it was a new record. 
I had to wait until daylight before 
I could have the fish weighed," 
Dalton explained. "I thought it 
probably weighed around twelve 
pounds." 

Dalton took his fish to 
Hoyett's Grocery and Tackle 
where it was weighed and later 
verified as a brown trout and a 
new state record by Randy 
Geddings, a state fisheries 
biologist for the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Department. 

Dalton's fish broke the old 
record by five ounces. Ricky 
Southard had held the state 
record with a seventeen-pound, 
three-ounce brown trout taken I 
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from Lake Jocassee in 1982. 
If an angler is interested in · 

breaking the state record for 
brown trout, Lake Jocassee is the 
place to go. All five of the 
previous brown trout records for 
South Carolina as well as the 
current one were caught from 
Lake Jocassee. 

Lake Jocassee, a 7,500-acre 
Duke Power Company reservoir 
located in the state's 
northwestern comer in Oconee 
and Pickens counties, has earned 
the reputation of being one of 
South Carolina's best-known 
trout reservoirs. 

Best conditions for trout 
fishing generally occur during 
the latter part of March through 
April and into early June. Most 
popular techniques used by 
South Carolina trout fishermen 
are bait fishing, fly fishing and 
spinner fishing .. -. 

Jetties Provide· 
Fishing Hotspots 

Rock jetties built at Murrells 
Inlet several years ago to aid 
navigation are attracting a 
variety of saltwater gamefish. 

In a four-year study of marine 
life on and around the jetties, 
biologists identified many 
recreationally-important fish 
such as black sea bass, 
sheephead, spadefish and 
flounder. 

Sampling of plants and 
animals colonizing the north 
jetty began in 1979 and study of 
the south jetty began in 1980 
according to project leader Dr. 
Bob Van Dolah of the Marine 
Resources Research Institute. 

During the study biologists 
found twenty-five species of 
algae, 195 species of small 
invertebrates and thirty-five 
species of fish that had colonized 
the jetties and adjacent waters. 
The study was funded by the 
U.S. ArmyCorpsofEngineers 
which also funded the 
construction of the 3,000-foot
long jetties. 

According to Van Dolah, the 
community structure of attached 
organisms varied both yearly and 
seasonally with a predominance 
of algae and barnacles in the 
intertidal zone and algae, 
mussels, bryozoans, hydroids and 
tunicates in the subtidal zone. 

"Fishes appeared to be 
attracted quickly to the rocks and 
were present in high numbers 
one year after constuction," Van 
Dolahsaid. 

Analysis of the stomach 
contents of fish caught near the 
jetties indicated that jetty fauna 
and flora were primary food items 
for these fish. Various fish species 
were feeding on different 
attached organisms minimizing 
competition among fish species, 
he noted. 

"During the study we observed 
sheephead feeding activity on 
mussels and also observed many 
juvenile black sea bass living and 
feeding among the rocks 
indicating this may be an 
important nursery ground for 
these black fish," he said. 

The protected waters between 
the jetties are readily available to 
saltwater anglers with small boats 

and the south jetty is topped with 
a walkway for anglers without 
boats. 

Access to the walkway goes 
through Huntington Beach State 
Park on the southern edge of the 
inlet. Motorized vehicles are not 
allowed on the beach and 
enterprising fishermen have 
rigged up all manner of wheeled 
conveyances to transport their 
gear to and from the jetty 
according to park officials. 

Fishing on the new jetties was 
described as "fantastic" by park 
superintendent Mac Copeland. 
"We catch lots of flounder, 
spottail bass and some big ten- to 
twelve-pound bluefish during the 
spring, bigger than the bluefish 
usually caught on the beach," he 
added. The jetties also produced 
sheephead,spot,croakerand 
even an occasional king 
mackerel. 

"Jetty fishing is difficult," 
Copeland explained. "You are 
going to lose rigs and lose some 
fish on the rocks. Fishermen also 
need to be pretty agile to jump 
from rock to rock while playing a 
big fish. Fishing from a boat is 
much easier." .-. 

Rock jetties attract a variety of saltwater gamefish. 

T he heat at this time of 
year often continues well 
on into the night, so a 

midnight outing is often 
preferred by fish and fishermen 
alike. And a topwater tango with 
a Devil's Horse or Jitterbug will 
bring out the beast in sleepy 
summer bass. 

Several years ago, Jack K. 
Smithwick, original designer of 
the Devil's Horse, shared some of 
his night-fishing know-how with 
me. "If you fish a lure at night 
other than a plastic worm, bend 
the barbs down on the hooks 
because you're going to catch the 
biggest fish and you're going to 
get hooked. If that barb is bent 
down you can pull it out of your 
hand or arm like a pin. 

"A dark night is the best time 
to catch fish," Smithwick said. 
"They are not as skittish as they 
are on a moonlight night. They 
can feed without fear on a dark 
night. He reminds anglers to 
"never tie tight on the lead screw 
of any topwater lure. If you 
cannot tie a knot that leaves the 
lure free for its own action, then 
use a Number 10 or 12 snap-
not with a swivel-as I do. A 
snap in front of a topwater lure 
will not kill its action, but leaves 
the bait absolutely free to do 
what the designer intended." 

The black Jitterbug, made by 
the Fred Arbogast Company, has 
been the national standard in 
recent years for explosive night 
action. This bait is available now 
with sound effects in a "clicker" 
model. 

Incidentally, they publish a free 
booklet "Fishing Secrets and 
Hints" that gives some valuable 
"how-to" advice on using all the 
lures in their catalog. Just write 
to Fred Arbogast, 313 W. North 
Street, Akron, Ohio, 44303. 
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We've come a long way 
toward improving 
tenting in recent 

years. It wasn't so long ago that a 
tent was heavy and bulky, had no 
insect screen or even a floor to 
protect occupants from the wet 
ground. 

Modem tents have a rain fly, 
a waterproof piece that covers the 
tent while leaving an air space so 
inside moisture can escape from 
the tent. A properly erected and 
ventilated modem tent collects 
very little condensation-They 
"breathe" in other words. 

With the modem emphasis on 
low impact camping in the 
backcountry, modem tents make 
this all the easier. Since a 
modem tent has a waterproof 
"tub," there's no need to dig the 
traditional trench. A modem 
tent leaves no trace of its 
presence unless the camper is just 
careless or uncaring. 

When pitching the tent, find 
as level a site as possible. Often 
in mountainous terrain this isn 't 
easy. Usually, there is a slope. It's 
best , at least in my judgment, to 
pitch the tent's front down the 
slope. This allows you to sleep 
head up, feet down, which to me 
is most comfortable, 

If you have a choice, pitch the 
front into the prevailing breeze. 
This helps ventilation by moving 
moisture out. Be sure to keep the 
tent's netting zipped, otherwise 
you'll fill the tent with insects. 
A good stiff breeze will also 
inflate the tent providing more 
head room. 

When choosing a site, look it 
over carefully. C heck overhead 
for branches or other debris that 
might fall during the night, and 
don 't pitch a tent in a natural 
drainage. You might find yourself 
underwater by morning. 

• ping 
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G.B. "Bo" Stokes 

Wildlife 
Commission 
Receives Two 
Members 

G .B. "Bo" StokesofFlorence 
andJamesO. Thomasonof 
Spartanburg were appointed by 
Governor Riley and approved by 
the Senate as the newest 
members of the South Carolina 
Wildlife and Marine Resources 
Commission. They replace 
outgoing members Archie 
Stubbs of Greenville and Calvin 
Dawson of Georgetown. 

Stokes represents the sixth 
Congressional district which 
consists of Marlboro, Dillon, 
Darlington, Lee, Florence, 
Marion , Horry, Clarendon, 
Williamsburg and G eorgetown 
counties. 

Thomason represents the 
fourth Congressional district 
which is comprised of 
Spartanburg and Greenville 
counties. 

Commissioner Stokes has long 
been active in various outdoor
related interests, as well as civic 
and community organizations. 
He was a member of the Florence 
County Council for eight years 
serving two as chairman and is 
board director for Bankers Trust 

James O. Thomason 

in Florence. 
He has served on the Board of 

Directors for the March of 
Dimes, the James F. Byrnes 
Academ,y's Board of Trustees and 
as chairman of the South 
Carolina Athletic Commission. 
Currently, he serves on the 
wildlife department's Wildlife 
and Freshwater Fisheries 
Advisory Board. He is a member 
of the Florence Chapter of 
Wildlife Action, Inc. , the Rod 
and Gun Hunting Club, the 
National Rifle Association, 
Ducks Unlimited and was the 
recipient ofD. U . 's Conservation 
Service Award for 1981, 1982 
and 1983. Commissioner Stokes, 
a resident ofFlorence, is in the 
hotel and land development 
business. He and his wife Vickie 
have three children. 

James 0. Thomason, an 
attorney from Spartanburg, is an 
active member of numerous civic 
and professional organizations 
including the Spartanburg 
County Bar Association, the 
South C arolina Bar Association, 
the South Carolina Trial Lawyers 
Association, the American Bar 
Association, the Piedmont 
Sertoma Club and the Executive 
Sertoma Club, among others. 

Former appointments include 
membership on the Greenville
Spartanburg Airport 

Commission, the Southern 
Region President's Health 
Advisory Committee, the 
Governor's Study Committee on 
the Problems of Juvenile 
Offenders, the Spartanburg 
County Health Planning 
Commission, the Governor's 
Committee on Criminal Justice, 
the Spartanburg County Board 
of Commissioners and the Board 
of Directors for the National 
Association of Counties. 

Thomason is past president of 
the Spartanburg Kidney 
Foundation, the South Carolina 
Association of Registration and 
Election Officials, the South 
Carolina Association of Counties 
and past chairman of the 
Spartanburg County Public 
Defenders Board and the 
Spartanburg Democratic Party. 
He is past advisor for the 
Commission on 
Intergovernmental Relations for 
South Carolina. 

Presently, Thomason serves as 
chairman of the South Carolina 
Affiliate American Diabetes 
Association and the Spartanburg 
County Registration Board as 
well as treasurer of the 
Spartanburg County Democratic 
Party. 

Thomason is a member of the 
National Rifle Association, 
Ducks Unlimited, the South 
Carolina T rapshooters 
Association, the Spartanburg 
Gun Club and serves as a South 
Carolina Delegate for the 
Amateur T rapshooters 
Association. 

The commission is a policy
making board that meets once a 
month. The Governor appoints 
seven of the nine members, one 
from each of the six 
Congressional districts and one 
at large. One member comes 
from the House and one member 
comes from the Senate. ·• 

Mushrooms apparendy are a delicacy 
to deer as well as humans. During 
certain times of the year, fungi make 
up more than eighty percent of a deer's 
diet in South Carolina, according to 
the National Wildlife Federation. 
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Children's 
Attitudes Toward 
Animals Studied 

A recent study among 
schoolchildren in Connecticut 
suggests that, like many a love 
affair, the one between children 
and animals is bittersweet at best. 

Sponsored by the U.S. Fish 
and Wildlife Service and Yale 
University, the pioneering study 
did not analyze the attitudes of 
children nationally but provides a 
provocative glimpse into how 
perceptions of wildlife evolve 
through the childhood years. 

"The fascinating results of this 
exploratory study suggest a major 
challenge for today's wildlife 
professionals," said Fish and 
Wildlife Service Director Robert 
Jantzen. 

"If we expect young people to 
deal rationally with complex 
wildlife and environmental 
issues, we must start channeling 
emotional attachments to 
animals toward a more balanced, 
realistic, and knowledgeable 
appreciation for the needs of 
wildlife and the natural system," 
Jantzen said. 

The study Children's Attitudes, 
Knowledge and Behavicrrs Toward 
Animals was conducted by Dr. 
Stephen R. Kellert of Yale's 
School of Forestry and 
Environmental Studies and 
Miriam 0. Westervelt of the Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 

Nearly 300 second, fifth, 
eighth and eleventh grade 
students who represented all 
major demographic and 
geographic divisions within 
Connecticut were included in 
this study which revealed the 
following findings. 

Like adults, the most common 
attitude among children was a 
strong affection for individual 
animals, mainly pets. 

An appreciation for wildlife 
and the outdoors was much more 
common in children, especially 
eleventh graders, than in adults. 

Younger children feared wild 
animals to a much greater degree 

than older classmates. 
Children, particularly those in 

the upper grade levels, 
disapproved of sport hunting. 
Like adults, they approved of 
hunting for meat, however. 

Although children's 
knowledge of animals was 
relatively limited in certain 
specialized areas, such as insects, 
children knew more than adults. 

Children's attitudes toward 
animals evolve through distinct 
stages. Between the second and 
fifth grades, children showed a 
dramatic increase in their 
concern, sympathy, and affection 
for animals. Interests in animals 
became less narrow, and early 
childhood fears began to 
disappear. Between the fifth and 
eighth grades, factual knowledge 
about animals showed its greatest 
increase. From the eighth to 
eleventh grades, children gained 
a deepening concern for wildlife 
protection, a greater 
understanding of ecological 
concepts and a relatively high 
moral concern for animal rights 
and cruelty issues. 

Girls expressed greater 

emotional affection for animals 
than boys, and whites had a 
greater general interest in 
animals, particularly wildlife, 
than did nonwhites. Boys, whites 
and rural residents possessed far 
greater factual knowledge about 
animals than did other groups of 
children. 

Most children said they go to 
the zoo, own a pet, go fishing, 
learn about animals in school, 
feed birds, and read about 
animals. Rural children engaged 
in more domestic animal 
activities as well as hunting, 
fishing and trapping. Girls 
exceeded boys in their 
participation in only one 
activity-birdwatching. 

The authors emphasize that 
the small sample size of this 
survey and the fact that it was 
confined to Connecticut limits 
the generalizations that can be 
based on these data. However, 
the vast differences uncovered 
between children and adults and 
among various demographic 
groups may stimulate further 
research to validate the results on 
a larger, national sample. _ _, 

A strong affection for pets is an important part of growing up, 
but emotional attachments need to be channeled toward a more 
realistic appreciation for the needs of wildlife. 

S tripers. Not everyone likes 
to cook them, but people 
fry, bake and grill stripers 

with success. Dr. Russel Van De 
Grift of Columbia offers an· 
innovative recipe "Striper 
Cakes." 

Bake striper fillets, leaving in 
the strip of red meat for 
additional flavor. Flake enough 
meat to make about two cups. 
Crumble twenty Keebler 
Townhouse crackers and mix 
with the flaked fish. Add an egg, 
the juice from the fish, and some 
finely-chopped onion to taste. 
Mix in just enough Italian-style 
bread crumbs to make a .mixture 
that will hold its shape when 
formed into patties. Roll in 
additional cracker crumbs and 
saute in oil or butter until lightly 
browned. 

Try"Fancy Striped Bass Grill," 
a recipe featured in The South 
CamUna WildUfe Cookbook, 
second edition. Cut two pounds 
of fresh or frozen striped bass into 
serving steaks. Place fish in a 
deep platter. In a bowl combine 
one-half cup melted butter, two 
tablespoons crushed dill, one
third cup dry sherry, one-third 
cup lemon juice, three 
tablespoons soy sauce, one 
teaspoon salt and one minced 
garlic clove. Pour over fish. Let 
stand for thirty minutes, turning 
once. Remove fish, pour sauce 
into a cup. Place fish in a 
greased, hinged basket broiler. 
Cook four inches from coals for 
eight minutes. Baste with sauce. 
Tum; cook for seven to ten 
minutes or until fish flakes easily 
with a fork. Remove fish to a 
platter. Spread with two 
tablespoons melted butter, 
garnish with parsley and lemon 
slices. Serves six. 

'✓' 

Cooking 
By Donna Florio 61 



E1V's NATURE SCENE will feature Raven Cliff Falls Saturday, 
October 27, at 7:30 p. m. 

Raven Cliff Falls 
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Raven Cliff Falls' exceptional volume of water plunges a distance well over die length of a football 
field in terms of vertical drop. 

Ramblings 
62 

A utumn strips the green chlorophyll from 
leaves bringing fall color to South Carolina's 
mountains, and many people begin the annual 
guessing game as to which weekend will 
provide the peak time for a rendezvous with 
multicolored mountains. Many complex 
factors interact to bring forth the spectacular 
fall foliage. 

You may or may not catch the peak color, 
but don't worry, a visit to Raven Cliff Falls 
is a perfect way to highlight your visit as a 
waterfall is the very esssence of what draws 
people to wild, beautiful places. 

Raven C liff Falls is part of the Mountain 
Bridge Wilderness Area, and it offers an 
excellent seasonal opportunity for observing 
animal and plant life in transition against a 

• backdrop of crayola-tipped mountains. 
Silver bell trees, New York ferns and wild 

grape vines grow along the trail as do fall 
flowers such as goldenrod and gentian, each 
adding their colors to the year's splendor. 
Rhododendron and mountain laurel exist in 
profusion, though they do not bloom this time 
of the year. 

With caution and a bit of luck, chipmunks 
and garter snakes may be sighted, and close 
inspections will reveal signs of many other 
mountain creatures including the dagger 
moth caterpillar and fall web worms--next 
year's moths. 

Throughout the understory, struggling 
American chestnut grows serving as a 
reminder that this hardwood once dominated 
our forests before the European blight struck it 
down. Anyone with a naturalist bent will 
appreciate the many tree species undergoing 
the transition from summer to winter. 

The South Carolina Parks, Recreation and 
Tourism Department has built a new overlook 
that provides a spectacular view of the falls 
created by Matthews Creek's thundering 
plunge over timeworn rocks. The overlook 
signals the end of the trail. No attempts 
should be made to go beyond this point 
because the going is rough due to a severe 
erosion problem. 

Before hitting the trail to Raven C liff Falls, 
stop at Caesars Head Park to let park officials 
know you're on your way to the falls. This 
precaution will alert officials to look for you 
should any problems arise. The time to escape 

i1 your man-made environment is right now, and 
fi! Raven Cliff Falls is an excellent place to 
C 

~ experience nature on your own. 
( Far further infarmation, see die Jones Gap Trail 
maponpage25.) _,,._, 



Carolina's Hunting Heritage 
brings hunting to life with 207 
action-filled pages bound between 
a handsome brown leather-like 
cover. Specially priced at 
$20.95 each . 

4, 

Binders safely and neatly store 
six issues (one year) of South 
Carolina Wildlife magazine. 
$7.30each. 
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The South Carolina Wildlife 
Cookbook, second edition, is 
truly the supreme reference for the 
sportsman 's kitchen . $9.40 each. 
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"Wildlife between the Covers" 
T-Shirts are soft and comfortable. 

~ 
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South Carolina Wildlife 
magazine will involve you 
with our beautiful outdoors . 
One year $7.95 (6 issues), 
two years $14.95 (12 issues) , 
three years $19.95 (18 issues) . 

Choose from red , orange, tan , 
kelly green, navy and light blue 
in sizes S, M, L, and XL. Size 
XS (14-16) for children is 
available in red , navy and 
kelly green. $7.30 each or 

four or more at $6.25 
each. 

RESPECT Caps are available in 
international orange, which meets Game 
Management Area requirements, or 
camouflage . Both are 100% cotton 
and laminated inside for warmth 
and durability. Scotchguard treated 
to resist soiling. $6.25 each. 
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Thirty Years -The 
Mountains to the Sea is an 
80-page, full-color 30th 
anniversary issue - a 
collector's edition readers 
across the state have 
praised as " the most 
breathtaking book ever 
published on South Carolina." 
$5.00 each 

Use the convenient form on the following page to order. 
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Name _______________________ _ 
(Please print all information) 

Address ______________________ _ 

City•State-Zip ___________________ _ 

Daytime Phone# Area Code ___ Number _________ _ 

We will phone you if we have a question. 

For any item mailed as a gift, state gift recipient's name and address on a separate 
sheet of paper and add the word "Donee" to the top of the sheet. Put your name on 
the order form . A gift card will be sent along with your order announcing the gift from 
you . 

PAYMENT METHOD 

□ Mastercard □ Check (Make check payable 
to: S.C Wildlife) 

□ VISA O Money Order 

Card Account Number: 

I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
Allow 4 - 5 weeks for 

delivery of charge orders Month Year 

Card expiration date [I] - [I] 

Customer's Signature 

PLEASE ORDER SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTION FROM ENCLOSED ENVELOPE 

DESCRIPTION 
"Thirty Years - The Mountains to the Sea" 
S.C. Wildlife Magazine Binder 

RESPECT Cap/CalT)ouflage (One size fits all) 

RESPECT Cap/International Orange (One size fits all) 

"Carolina's Hunting Heritage" 

"S.C. Wildlife Cookbook" - 2nd Edition 

1985 Palmetto Portraits Calendar 

"Wildlife Between the Covers" T-Shirt 

COLOR s M L XL XS 

Green 
Lt. Blue *NA 
Navy 
Oran e *NA 
Red 
an *NA 

*Not available in childrens size 

PRICE EACH QUANTITY ORDERED 
$5.00 

$7.30 

$6.25 

$6.25 

$20.95 

$9 .40 

$6.25 

$7.30 each 
4 or more 
$6.25 each 

TOTAL AMOUNT ... 
for Items 

Send Your Payment And Order Form to: 
S.C. Wildlife 
P.O. Box 167 

Columbia, S.C. 
29202 

TOTAL 

S.C. tax Included 
In all prices 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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------------------------r--------------------------------~ 
·NOW AVAILABLE! 

1985 Palmetto Portraits 
Calendar 

The same award-winninS South 
Carolina Wildlife quality is eVIdent in 
our new 1985 Palmetto Portraits. This 
calendar brings you the scenic splendor 
of South Carolina from January- through 
December. To order, use the form above. 

RESERVATION FORM *-:r 
1984 - 1985 Sportsman's Calendar J ~ I 

D Yes' Send me the 1984-1985 Spo,tsman's Calendac !.;J!,vi- ' 
0 One for $8.27 D Two for $16.54 0 Three for $24.81 
0 Four or more @ $7.28 each 

Quantity Ordered 

0 Check enclosed Amt. enclosed ____________ _ 
(Payable to S.C. Wildlife) 

0 VISA# ---------------Exp. date ___ _ 
D M . Card # Exp. date ___ _ 

Name _______________________ _ 

Address ______________________ _ 

City• State •Zip-------------------

Send check and reservation form to: S.C. Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, 
s.c. 29202. 

All orders must be prepaid 
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SAVORUTDOORS THEO 
Make your next wild game dinner an event to savor as much as 

the food itself. Rely on the ultimate guide for preparing wild food, 
The South Carolina Wildlife Cookbook. 

Over 300 recipes for seafood, game and exceptional outdoor 
delicacies revive the indescnbable dining pleasures long associated 
with our outdoor heritage. 

Whether you bake, broil, fry, roast or steam your game, our 
cookbook explains how best to prepare it. Other features such as a 
laminated cover, easy-reference index and a cooking glossary 
make The South Carolina Wildlife Cookbook, second edition, a must in 
the kitchen. 

$9.31, tax included. Use the convenient order form, page 64, to 
savor fine, wild foods. 






